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Study shows children have
99.995% covid recovery rate
National study reveals incredible survival level
among young people testing positive for disease

RESEARCHERS at the
University of Bristol, University
College London, University
of York and the University of
Liverpool found that the covid
mortality risk is extremely low.
The comprehensive study was
based on figures through 2020 until
the end of February 2021 using the
National Child Mortality Database
(NCMD) and NHS records.
It concluded that 99.995% of
children and young people with a
positive test survived. The 25 who
died equates to a mortality rate of just
one in 500,000 in England.
The preliminary findings, published in three new pre-print studies,
were submitted to the UK’s Joint
Committee on Vaccination and Immu-

nisation (JCVI), the Department for
Health and Social Care (DHSC)
and the World Health Organisation (WHO), to inform
vaccine and shielding policy for the under-18s.
Lead author Dr
Clare Smith, research
fellow
with
the
NCMD programme,
said: “We found that
only 40% of children
and young people
who had a positive
covid-19 test at the
time of death actually
died from covid-19,
emphasising that the risks
are lower than simple numbers
might suggest.
“Children and young people

with complex neurodisabilities were
at the highest risk of death.”
Senior author on the
studies, Professor Russell
Viner (UCL Great
Ormond Street Institute
of Child Health) said:
“These new studies
show that the risks
of severe illness
or death from
SARS-CoV-2 are
extremely low in
children and young
people.
“Those young
people at higher risk
are those who are also
at higher risk from any
winter disease or other
illness – that is, young people

with multiple health conditions and
complex disabilities.
Covid-19 does however increase
the risks for people in these groups to
a higher degree than for illnesses such
as seasonal flu.
Our new findings are important as
they will inform shielding guidance
for young people as well as decisions
about the vaccination of teenagers
and children, not just in the UK but
internationally.”
The research should lead us to ask:
“If there is such a low risk of children
dying from covid-19, why is there
such an urgency to get the experimental mRNA injections into them?”
www.ncmd.info/2021/07/09/
new-studies-published-real-time-child-mortality-surveillance-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/
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Return of the Blackshirts
Police in full riot gear
ordered to attack men,
women and children
peacefully protesting
against the roll-out of the
experimental covid-19
‘vaccines’ to children,
in scenes reminiscent of
1930s Nazi Germany.
On Sunday August 29th in The
Haymarket, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
around 300 men, women and children
were prevented from holding a
peaceful rally and march against the
intention to inject teenagers with the
mRNA shots that have devastated
hundreds of thousands of families
across the world with deaths and
serious injuries, by the kind of force
from police normally used for mass
riots.
With officers in full riot gear, and
using horses, attack dogs and steel
batons, along with the controversial
‘kettling’ method normally employed
to prevent serious breaches of the
peace, unarmed people were beaten
and one man savaged by a police dog.
This kind of political policing has
now been witnessed across many
cities in Britain in 2021, including
Bradford, Leeds, Manchester,
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Nottingham, Bristol and London,
but only against those opposed to
either the removal of freedoms via
lockdown policies or the roll-out of
the dangerous experimental drug
trials. If ordinary people - parents,
grandparents and their little ones are
prevented from voicing their opinions
over government policies, what does
that mean for our freedom?
When Black Lives Matter or
Extinction Rebellion stage a protest, it
is facilitated and police only respond
in kind if violence breaks out. Some
protesting is sanctioned, other kinds
are not - and someone in the police
ranks is making the decisions as
to which are violently repressed.
Perhaps those in charge also know
they will not be brought to task by
the complicit mainstream media
that refuse to report these shocking
events, so feel comfortable in making
these decisions.
The event had not even begun by
11am and was not allowed to - thus
breaking the UK Human Rights Act
Articles 10 & 11. Those who see
no problem in unprovoked political
police violence on innocent men,
women and children would do well to
remember that without the free right
to peacefully protest any policy, your
country is a de facto dictatorship.

Funeral director: No excess
deaths since spring 2020
A FUNERAL director
has told how he has
recorded no excess
deaths since the first
lockdown last year.
John O’Looney, from Milton
Keynes, also revealed to The Light
how he received regular weekly calls
from a government agent asking for
numbers of deaths and encouraging
him to attribute deaths to covid-19.
“There have been glaringly
obvious coercive conversations, trying
to get me to say the deaths could
possibly be covid-19,” he claimed.
“It felt to me like it was an effort to
falsely inflate CV-19 death rates.”
Mr O’Looney, 53, added that
he had spoken to many of his
peers in the industry, and they have
all had similar experiences.
However, most are reluctant
to speak out for fear of losing
their jobs or reputations.
Mr O’Looney has worked as a
funeral director for 15 years. After ten
years with a large national chain of
burial experts, he set up his own small
family business to focus on a more
personal, intimate service for clients.
He recently posted an open
letter about his ‘pandemic’ concerns
and saw it go viral on social
media platforms. Clearly an open
and caring person, he wants the
world to know the perspective
from the eyes of an undertaker.
He told us he was not contacted
by any government authorities at the
start of the pandemic. There were no
guidelines given by either the National
Association of Funeral Directors
or SAIF (The National Society of
Allied and Independent Funeral
Directors), to which he is affiliated.
By the time he was conscious
there was something wrong, there
was already a short supply of
PPE, which would be essential
for handling infected bodies.
Mr O’Looney reached out
to SAIF for advice, only to be
redirected to the vague government
guidelines which left him for the
best part to just get on with the job.
He noticed the first surge in deaths
during late March and early April of
last year during the first lockdown.
Experiencing an unusually high
level of call-outs in the middle of
the night to care homes in his area,
he described a block of 10 nights in
a row where he attended a death.
The timings were unusual as he
would typically collect a deceased
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person from the hospital morgues
during a working day of 9am to
5pm, even if the client was elderly.
“In my 15 years as a funeral
director, that has never happened.”
After the brief initial
surge in deaths, his business
returned to its normal pace.
He was understandably cautious
initially regarding the virus, until he
was approached by a family whose sixyear-old daughter had died of cancer.
The process at that time was to
take the casket to the hospital and
seal it. The family were extremely
upset about being denied access to see
their daughter due to the rules, and
he reassured the family he would do
everything he could to help them.
He then collected the little girl;
took her back to his practice and
prepared her body for her family to
see her before burial. Despite having
limited PPE, he decided at that point
he would continue to work to his usual
high standards of care and respect for
his clients and extended families.
Mr O’Looney admitted he
should in theory be vulnerable
to covid-19. He has high blood
pressure and asthma, however he
has never succumbed to the illness.
As time went on, he became
increasingly aware that all was
not as it was painted in the press.
This was reinforced with the

calls from the government agent,
encouraging him to attribute covid
as a possible cause of deaths.
The remainder of 2020 had no other
significant increase in deaths in his
area, in keeping with government data.
However, between January and
the first week in April this year, he
experienced a sudden surge in deaths
from family homes, care homes
and hospitals. He described a 250%
increase in his workload across all
age groups in the population, having
to turn away families and redirect
them to other burial providers.
This increase coincided
with the initial covid-19
vaccination rollout in his area.
In a chat with a senior hospital
consultant, he was heavily advised
that the jab was very dangerous
and not to consider it.
Mr O’Looney said he has
no plans for the possibility of a
considerable increase in deaths in
the near future, but feels a mass
event is a foretgone conclusion.
He has no regrets about speaking
out. “I could have stayed silent and
said nothing and frankly I’d be wrong
for doing so,” he told The Light.
“Many people may think I’m
wrong for speaking my mind,
but I feel I have to be honest.”
Anyone wishing to contact him
to verify his experience can do so
via his website at www.mkffs.co.uk
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We need to question everything
about the past 18 months
Medical, scientific
and business
experts give views
on the harms of
lockdowns and
covid policy and
suggest a better
way forward
AT the Question Everything
summit on July 17, eighteen
leaders in their fields spoke
about testing, contagion, mental
health, human rights, law, the
effect on the economy and the
long-term health of the nation.

Together they painted a dire,
avoidable snapshot of covid life but
it was also a hopeful one in which
we can all make a difference.
Question Everything founder
Dan Astin-Gregory highlighted the
prolonged collateral damage done by
lockdowns: the 4.7 million people
added to NHS waiting lists, the 150
million plunged into poverty worldwide
and the £2 trillion mountain of national
debt that we will repay for generations
to come while being poorer than ever.
Economics professor David Paton
pointed out that while we purportedly
locked-down to avoid overwhelming
health services, infections were actually
decreasing before all UK lockdowns.
He believes voluntary behavioural
changes have been more effective
than legal restrictions, which had
no significant impact, other than to
negatively affect people’s behaviour.
Experienced businessman and
columnist Luke Johnson said, “We have
developed an obsessive-compulsive
focus on a single illness, which has
accounted for about 15% of all deaths:
What about the other 85% of deaths,
and what about the other aspects of
living? Work and being productive
is good for health and if you prevent
people from working, as well as
destroying relationships by isolating
people, then it can’t be right.”
He believes digital media has
enabled this pandemic and that online
news and social media have fed a
morbid appetite for grim daily updates.
The public have meekly complied
with lockdowns due to terrorising

by
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fear campaigns by the media, NHS
and government and are now too
scared to get on with their lives.
Sociology Professor Frank Furedi
suggested cultural forces created the
conditions that enabled the trade-off
between freedom and security, saying,
“The values attached to freedom have
sharply declined and it is being used
as a threat to our safety and security.”
Furedi spoke of Western riskaversion and safety-obsession
and asked if anybody actually
feels safer by locking-down.
“In the last decade or so, people
have been primed to be frightened
and to look to the state for remedy,”
said psychologist Zenobia Storah,
who believes that by isolating the
population the government has
totally disregarded everything we
know about human beings.
“We are social animals and need
interaction and social contact for
our health and survival,” she said.
Storah spoke about adverse effects
on children, who are neither susceptible
to, nor likely to transmit the illness, but
who have unduly suffered the brunt
of lockdown measures because of
school closures, abusive PPE policies
and needless social restrictions.
The government have amplified
the fear element and those who
have suffered the most are those
who were already vulnerable.
More than two million people
sought mental health support last
year and urgent care for children
who have self-harmed has risen
by 19-22% since January.
There has also been increased
cognitive decline and a rise in
mobility issues among the elderly
due to being housebound, lonely
and terrified for 18 months.
In a panel discussion, mathematician
Norman Fenton told how covid
statistics are flawed because the data
metrics aren’t presented properly: “We
should be asking how many positive
cases are actually people who are ill.
Of those, how many are hospitalised
or die, and of those who die, how
many die ‘with’ covid and ‘from’ it?”
Fenton analysed the statistics
and pointed out that you have a
9.1% chance of actually having
the virus if you test positive.
Virus particles are about the
same size as smoke particles and

SEEING THE WOOD FOR THE TREES; many collateral harms have come from covid measures

you need 5,000 of them to transmit
the virus, according to diagnostic
pathologist Clare Craig.
PCR tests detect just four
particles, are super-sensitive, difficult
to do properly and prone to crosscontamination (the CDC reported a
33% false positive rate due to crosscontamination). Dr Craig thinks
covid has been over-diagnosed and
that the testing system has been set
up to maximise positive results.
She explained that transmission of
covid and other respiratory diseases
is not yet fully understood.
Craig discussed the misuse and
fallibility of tests, describing how a
sample of air could test positive for
covid. A positive result alone is not
a reliable indicator of disease, nor
is vaccination proof of immunity.
It’s complex, she said. We have
virus particles in our bodies all the
time but what’s crucial is whether the
virus enters our cells and makes us ill.
Some people are more susceptible than
others and it largely depends on age,
weight, ethnicity and co-morbidities.
The real problem with transmission
lies in hospitals and with people who
are already ill. Hospital transmission
in England was 40% in spring 2020
but many cases were incidental
(people already hospitalised for
something else, not for covid).
Craig suggested that money would
be well spent upgrading hospital air
filtration systems and increasing and

improving intensive care facilities.
U.S. physician Peter McCullough
has seen excellent results with early
home drug treatment and insists it
makes all the difference but believes
successful protocols have been
suppressed, to “keep people in fear and
suffering, and promote hospitalisation
and death to get the public to accept the
goal of vaccination,” which he added is
showing “strong signs of mortality”.
PANDA (Pandemic Analytics &
Data) co-founder and actuary Nick
Hudson reminded us that pandemic
theory is not fact and should be
questioned. He said that while there
is a notion of universal susceptibility,
the fatality rate for infected underseventies is only 0.01%. Hudson
referred to ‘Orwellian truth ministries’
and an institutional takeover of
science by vaccine makers.
Expert in constitutional law,
barrister Francis Hoar, believes this is
a crisis of culture and politics far more
than a crisis of health. He said, “The
government have put public health
officials in charge and that in itself is a
crisis of democracy. The Public Health
Act (1984) has been abused and was
never designed to allow the government
the kind of extraordinary powers
whereby it could lock down the entire
country and quarantine healthy people.”
The conclusions and solutions
are clear and straightforward: The
government has overstepped the mark
and its powers need restricting.
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The public need to know their
rights and start asserting them
to recapture the narrative.
Fear programming and antisocial measures need to go and
never return because they are
ineffective and widely harmful.
The habitual wearing of masks has
no measurable effect on the spread of
covid (they might make it worse) and
there is no evidence of ‘asymptomatic’
transmission - you can’t make people
ill with a disease you don’t have.
Quarantining and testing healthy
people, especially children, is pointless
and contributes to a false positive
‘casedemic’, and there could be
serious legal implications for those
carrying out these coerced detentions.
Professor David Livermore
said covid is here to stay and will
eventually weaken and become like
all other coronaviruses, if it wasn’t
already. Unvaccinated children
and the young will develop natural
immunity, which is stronger and
longer lasting than anything they
can get from pharmaceuticals. We
should continue to protect the most
vulnerable in society but it is essential
we get back to living our lives
before they disappear completely.
To watch the Question Everything
summit in full, go to: https://www.
questioneverything.io/replay/

Read my blog at:
www.onelittlewarrior.life
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Independent
journalist jailed
THE jailing of former
ambassador Craig Murray for
eight months for contempt of
court in the sexual allegations trial
against Alex Salmond is a body
blow to independent journalism.
Murray, in very poor health and
father of a newborn child, is the first
person to be imprisoned on the obscure
and vaguely defined charge of ‘jigsaw
identification’ of alleged victims.
Despite having no previous
convictions, he is also the first person to
be jailed in Britain for contempt of court
for their journalism in half a century.
Murray’s imprisonment by Lady
Dorrian, Scotland’s second most senior
judge, is of course based entirely on
a keen reading of Scottish law rather
than evidence of the Scottish and
London political establishments seeking
revenge on the former diplomat.
The UK supreme court’s refusal
to hear Murray’s appeal despite many
alleged legal anomalies in the case is
equally rooted in a strict application
of the law, and not influenced in any
way by political considerations.
Murray’s jailing has nothing to
do with his embarrassing the British
state in the early 2000s by becoming
that rarest of things: a whistle-blowing
diplomat. He exposed the British
government’s collusion along with the
U.S. in Uzbekistan’s torture regime.
His jailing also has nothing to
do with his embarrassing the British
state more recently by reporting the
woeful and continuing legal abuses in
a London courtroom as Washington
seeks to extradite Wikileaks’ founder,
Julian Assange, and lock him away for
life in a maximum security prison.
Similarly, Murray’s jailing has
nothing to do with his embarrassing
the Scottish political and legal
establishments by reporting, almost
single-handedly, the defence case in
the trial of Scotland’s former First
Minister, Alex Salmond early last year.
And most assuredly, Murray’s jailing
has nothing to do with his argument that
Salmond was the victim of a high-level
plot by senior politicians at Holyrood
to discredit him and prevent his return
to the forefront of Scottish politics.
His imprisonment risks turning
eight months into a life sentence.
Murray nearly died from a pulmonary
embolism 17 years ago when he
was last under such relentless attack
from the British establishment.
At that time, in the run-up to and
early stages of the invasion of Iraq,
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Craig Murray jailed for contempt of court

Murray effectively exposed fellow
British diplomats’ preference to turn a
blind eye to the abuses sanctioned by
their own government and its corrupt
and corrupting alliance with the U.S.
For his pains, Murray was
smeared by Tony Blair’s government
as, among other things, a sexual
predator – charges a Foreign Office
investigation eventually cleared him of.
Murray had to reinvent his
career, and he did so through a
popular blog - applying the same
dedication to truth-telling and
commitment to the protection of
human rights in his journalism.
The most disturbing legal
innovation in Lady Dorrian’s ruling
is her decision to divide journalists
into two classes: those who work for
approved corporate media outlets,
and independents like Murray.
According to Lady Dorrian, licensed,
corporate journalists are entitled to legal
protections she denied to unofficial and
independent writers like Murray – the
very journalists who are most likely
to take on governments, criticise the
legal system, and expose the hypocrisy
and lies of the corporate media.
In finding Murray guilty of socalled ‘jigsaw identification’, Lady
Dorrian did not make a distinction
between what Murray wrote about
the Salmond case and what approved,
corporate journalists wrote.
Two surveys have shown that
most of those following the Salmond
trial who believe they identified
one or more of his accusers did so
from the coverage of the corporate
media, especially the BBC.
‘Jigsaw identification’ accrues

dangerous powers to the state,
giving permission for the legal
establishment to arbitrarily decide
which piece of the supposed jigsaw
is to be counted as identification.
If the BBC’s Kirsty Wark includes a
piece, it does not count as identification
in the eyes of the court. If Murray or
another independent like The Light
paper offers a different piece of the
jigsaw, it does count. The ease with
which this principle can be abused to
oppress and silence freelance journalists
should not need underscoring.
In refusing to hear Murray’s
appeal, the UK supreme court gave
its blessing to this same dangerous,
two-tiered classification.
What Lady Dorrian has done
is to overturn traditional views of
what constitutes journalism: that it
is a practice that at its very best is
designed to hold the powerful to
account, whether or not they are
typically thought of as journalists.
She has declared through her
ruling that she and other judges
will be the ones to decide who is
considered a journalist and thereby
who receives legal protections.
Journalism is being corralled back
into the exclusive control of the state
and billionaire-owned corporations.
Shockingly, the British journalists’
union, the NUJ, kept quiet over the
attacks on Murray and excluded
him from membership of the union,
even while its officials conceded he
should qualify. The cost of allowing
independent journalists to operate freely,
the establishment has understood,
is too high. Now these journalists
are being educated about what fate
is likely to befall them should they
try to emulate Assange or Murray.
Meanwhile, a recent government
consultation document calling for a
more draconian crackdown on what
is being deceptively termed ‘onward
disclosure’ – code for journalism – has
won the backing of Home Secretary
Priti Patel. The document implicitly
categorises journalism as little different
from espionage and whistleblowing.
In the wake of the consultation
paper, the Home Office has
called on parliament to consider
‘increased maximum sentences’
for offenders – that is, journalists.
If accepted, any public interest
defence – the traditional safeguard
for journalists – will be muted.
https://www.jonathan-cook.net

Stand on your
high street
STAND in the Park has
provided a sanctuary for
covid heretics, particularly
in previous lockdowns when
gatherings were prohibited.
But now local groups should
be bolder, stepping out to
more prominent locations.

Since January, a group of
us in the London suburb of
Carshalton have met every
Thursday evening on the high
street. About two months ago we
brought a single placard and it
made a big difference: suddenly
it was clear to passers-by why we
were there, and some motorists
tooted horns in support.
Fast forward to August
and we are regularly 20 to
30 strong, lining the road.
Our 25-foot banner declaring:
‘We do not consent to vaccine
passports’ is the focal point,
alongside other slogans such
as ‘My body, my choice’, and
‘Toot for freedom’. Our nearby
Stand in the Park comes to the
same spot on Sunday mornings,
so that twice a week the A232
traffic gets the message.
The response has been
overwhelmingly positive,
sometimes reaching a cacophony
of horns. We have gained
approval from bus drivers,
the fire brigade and even a
mobile covid test unit!
Pedestrians come up to
thank us for telling the truth,
unlike the perpetual fear and
propaganda on the BBC.
We have had some abuse too.
On one occasion a woman came
up to me and asked if we’re ‘antivaxxers’. I politely explained
that we were protesting against
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the vaccine passport, and that it
should be people’s choice whether
to be jabbed. She snapped: “I’m
a nurse on an ITU, and if any of
you come on my ward I’ll pull
the plug out.” Covid hysteria
has unhinged society, giving
licence to the petty dictators in
our midst, and made those in
the caring profession become
psychopathic segregationists.
Another person asked,
with derision, “How long are
you going to do this?” For
as long as your government
stops people from getting on
with their lives, we answered.
Sadly, too many people have
accepted that freedom exists
between the end of a needle
and the ping of a QR code.
Our human presence on the
high street has worked wonders
for community morale. It gives
a strong sense of agency when
so many of our rights are taken
away. It also suggests that
those surveys indicating 70%
support for lockdowns are false.
But what would you expect
from polling companies owned
by government ministers?
We urge all those aware,
awake and active to start to Stand
on the High Street and engage
directly with the public now.
If a million can go to London
for the massive marches in May
and June, then two million can
easily take to their local high
streets once or twice a week to
give out leaflets, hold placards,
and distribute The Light paper to
help fight this psychological war
of information and perception.

Making a stand on Carshalton High St, London

INJECTION NIGHTMARE

Could ‘vaccines’ cause mass infertility?
WHY the relentless
government push
for total ‘vaccine’
saturation? It’s not
saving lives yet the
mandates remain
regardless, so why?
It is clear to most of us that the
so-called vaccines are NOT about
public health nor are they about
saving lives, given the 99.8%
recovery rate from covid. They are
obviously about something else.
As numerous virology and vaccine
experts have warned over the past
year, there is a great risk of harmful
health side effects when it comes to
experimental mRNA technology. Even
one of the creators of mRNA vaccines,
Robert Malone, has suggested that
there are dangers in rolling out these
gene manipulation cocktails without
more testing. Of note are concerns
about longer-term disorders such as
autoimmune disorders and infertility.
The mainstream media and the
globalists will argue that there is ‘no
evidence’ that the mRNA shots will
cause deadly side effects or infertility.

by
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But there is no evidence that they are
safe: most vaccines are tested over
the course of 10-15 years before they
are released to the public for use. The
covid versions were unleashed on the
public within months. Personally, I
have no intention of acting as a guinea
pig for an untested so-called vaccine.
But what if the elites know
exactly what the side effects will
be? What if these injections are a
pivotal part of their ‘Great Reset’?
The infertility question in
particular is drawing the most fire
from the establishment, and I would
point out a particularly insidious
narrative being implanted in the
media. Whenever people question
the chance of sterility caused by the
shots, bureaucrats and media talking
heads go on the attack, and then say,
“There’s no evidence that the vaccines
cause infertility, but covid-19 might
cause it…” Sheer propaganda.
The stage is being set, in my
view, for a mass infertility event,
and covid will be blamed in place
of the experimental injections. This
is why the establishment needs a
100% vaccination rate; unvaccinated

people would stand as evidence
of their crime. Let me explain:
My concern is that Klaus Schwab’s
reset agenda is impossible to enforce
in a permanent way unless the human
population is greatly reduced over
a short period of time (a generation
or two). Globalists are constantly
talking about population control and
reduction. Elites like Bill Gates are
famous for it. Is it any wonder that
they would devise a plan to institute it?
What if, as many experts have
suggested, the vaccine side effects
create this condition of a diminishing
population? What if they are meant to?
We will not know for certain
for a couple of years at least, as
autoimmune disorders and infertility
take time to become visible in
populations. The average timeline for
actually diagnosing an autoimmune
disorder is 4.5 years. Infertility can
take six months to a year to diagnose.
If many millions of people remain
unvaccinated after the next couple
of years, then they will represent a
sizeable and undeniable control group.
A control group acts as a pure
sample untouched by a drug or
vaccine experiment. If the vaccinated
group becomes ill or dies from
specific conditions and the control

group does not have those same
conditions, then that is a pretty good
sign your vaccine or drug is poison.
The 50% of Americans and
smaller percentages in other
nations are a control group for
the experimental vaccines. If
something goes wrong, then we
will be the proof. I suspect this is
what the rulers are really afraid of.
They have to force us all to be
vaccinated, so that there is no control
group and thus no proof of what
they have done. They could simply
blame mass health disorders on covid
itself, or some other false culprit.
If the vaccines are a Trojan horse
that causes widespread illness or
infertility, and the globalists get caught
because a control group exists, then
it will mean outright rebellion along
with ropes and lampposts for them.
Their ‘Great Reset’ will fall apart.
To be sure, this might happen
anyway. Vaccine passports are the
line in the sand for most people. We
are even seeing extensive protests
and even riots in places like Italy,
France, UK and Australia over
the draconian passport scheme.
The U.S. though, is where the
biggest fight will take place, in
my opinion. We have an armed

population, millions upon millions
of trained combat veterans and
civilians, a military with around
70% conservatives and independents
and a historical understanding of
asymmetric warfare. As we have seen
in places like Afghanistan, tanks, jets,
missiles and drones are no guarantee
of victory against a guerrilla force.
Vaccine passports are not
going to happen here. We
simply will not allow it.
The globalists have set in
motion an end game. They are on a
strict timeline. They must get near
100% vaccination rates in the next
couple of years or sooner, as well as
having vaccine passports in place.
And, they must instil permanent
lockdown conditions in the near
term to stifle growing dissent, as
they are doing in Australia despite
no deaths and hardly any ‘cases’.
We are now in a kind of race.
We must hold out and hold them
back until the truth becomes obvious
to the masses; the truth that the
lockdowns, mandates and vaccines
were never about safety and were
always about control – from social
control to population control.
www.alt-market.us

Businesses risking legal minefield
over making shots mandatory
BRITISH businesses requiring
their employees to receive covid-19
shots will face potential legal
actions over discrimination,
the co-chairman of the UK
government’s flexible working
taskforce has warned.

Peter Cheese, who also serves
as chief executive of the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development
(CIPD), said he would “strongly
caution companies against adopting a
‘jabs for jobs’ principle or policy”.
He said the policy is “fraught with lots
of potential discrimination and legal issues
and is therefore on shaky legal ground.
“There are valid reasons why people
may not want to take a vaccination
and employers have to understand and
accept that,” he told The Telegraph.
“Some of this will get tested
in courts of law because it’s a
relatively new phenomenon. That’s
the risk companies are facing.”
Last week, the Equality and

by
ALEXANDER ZHANG
____________________________________
Human Rights Commission (EHRC),
the UK’s equalities watchdog, urged
businesses to be “proportionate” and
“non-discriminatory” when considering
adopting vaccine mandates for their staff.
“Employers are right to want to
protect their staff and their customers,
particularly in contexts where people
are at risk, such as care homes,”
said an EHRC spokesman.
“However, requirements must be
proportionate, non-discriminatory, and
make provision for those who cannot
be vaccinated for medical reasons”.
The UK Parliament approved
legislation in July to introduce
compulsory covid injections for
care home staff in England, as The
Light paper reported last month.
From the autumn, anyone working
in a Care Quality Commissionregistered care home in England
must have a minimum of two doses
of a covid-19 vaccine unless they

Please pass the Light on when you’ve read it.
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have a medical exemption.
Some British businesses have adopted
similar policies. Pimlico Plumbers said in
June that it will enforce a discriminatory
‘no jab, no job’ recruitment policy. Some
government ministers have been openly
sympathetic to such actions. Foreign
Secretary Dominic Raab said on July 29

that he thought it was “smart policy” for
companies to insist on the trial injections.
Transport Secretary Grant
Shapps said on July 30 that it’s a
“good idea” for people to be double
jabbed before returning to the
office, but he said the government
will not legislate on the matter.

Labour leader Sir Keir Starmer said
he didn’t support a ‘jabs for jobs’ policy.
He did however say he could see a
case for vaccine passports for international
travel and mass events, but didn’t agree
with its use for day-to-day access to
workplace, health services, or restaurants.
In response to media queries,
the Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)
said it welcomes firms’ efforts to
encourage vaccine take-up among
their staff members, and will need
to consider legal implications.
“While we would welcome employers
encouraging their staff to be vaccinated,
employers who propose to check the
vaccination status of staff will need to
consider how this fits with their legal
obligations under employment, equalities,
data protection, and health and safety
law”, a government spokesperson said on
July 30 in a statement emailed to NTD,
sister media outlet of The Epoch Times.
www.theepochtimes.com
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Who gains from NHS errors?
Not the
patients,
nor the
taxpayer
I DON’T know how often you
visit your GP surgery. I go
every couple of weeks, to drop
off a prescription or somesuch.
I’ve been registered at five
surgeries in the last dozen or
so years, and the walls and
windows at each seem to have
been peppered somewhat
randomly with signs. Most are
badly produced on a PC, and
fixed up with Blu Tack. The
spelling, grammar and design
of these is uniformly awful.

Yesterday I visited our surgery
and noticed a sign that I hadn’t
seen before, although my partner
of those dozen years said has
been there for some time.
Most people probably don’t
notice anything special about this.
But why? I’ve read that the NHS
costs the country three grand for
every man, woman and child. Surely
to God, for that we are entitled to
expect the staff employed there
to know the difference between
‘assistance’ and ‘assisted’.
Worse still, some manager (of
whom there are plenty in the NHS)
will have sanctioned the spend of,
perhaps, a hundred quid on a sign
that is, quite frankly wrong, and
portrays their business in a bad light.
Clearly they didn’t care that it was
wrong: did they give a thought as
to how competent (or otherwise)
it makes the practice appear?
What’s worse, this sort of lack
of attention to detail is endemic
in the NHS, and it is costing the
country billions - arguably there
may be hundreds of thousands
of people employed by the NHS
only because of its systemic
failure to pay attention to detail.
Four years ago my partner was
in a bad way - I can’t go into detail
due to legal issues. I can say that
in March 2017 she was discharged
from hospital and arrangements
were made for her to be provided
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by
PHIL BUTTON
___________________________________
with a wheelchair by the NHS.
When someone needs a
wheelchair, of course, they get help
from physios and others because
they, and their carers, need to adjust
to what is a very new way of living.
We had visits from physios, and, a
month after discharge from hospital
two experts from ‘NHS Wheelchair
Services’ paid us a visit, to measure
my partner and assess what we
needed by way of a wheelchair.
My partner had an urgent hospital
appointment in June that year; when
it became apparent that the NHS
wheelchair might not be with us
in time, I ordered a cheap, fold-up
one on the internet, just so we could
bundle her into a taxi and get her to
that appointment. Meanwhile the
physio appointments continued,
and we got to the point where she
could, with my help, get in and
out of the chair, up or down a few
stairs, and in and out of a car. For a
disabled person these abilities make
the difference between incarceration
and a semblance of normal life.
It was late-July by the time the
NHS wheelchair was ready. Unable
to deliver it, they asked us to go over
to collect it; it was a good job we had
the fold-up one, I thought. On arrival,
the assistant seemed concerned:
they had watched us get out of the
car and hadn’t, it seemed, bargained
for my partner learning how to get
in and out of a car; the assistant was
apologetic that the chair they had
for her ‘might not quite be right’.
We got it home and, well, it was a
wheelchair. Heavy, with many sharp,
square edges - which I covered as
best I could with pipe insulation - it
was held together with allen screws.
Some of these had never been
fastened properly; I had to tighten
them myself after one of the footrests
fell off. It also had solid tyres, as
cheap chairs do, and these give an
uncomfortable ride to the user.

I only found out much later
that this chair was not designed for
outdoor use. I had thought it strange
that there was no way for the ‘pusher’
to operate the brake, and, when going
over a humpback bridge, the weight
of the chair plus occupant would
be as much as I could control. If I
had let go she would have hurtled
on and crashed into, well, whatever
happened to be in the way...
The NHS wheelchair had,
apparently, been hand-built for
us. I can only guess at the cost of
this - the visit of the two experts to
our house, the selection of parts,
assembly and configuration of them,
and then the delivery to the former
cottage hospital where we collected
it - perhaps a grand, maybe more. Yet,
to us, it was of little use, and in fact
seemed dangerous for outdoor use.
I went on the internet and found
a chair that looked much better, with
large wheels, an accessible brake and
inflatable tyres, for, I think, about
a hundred and seventy quid, and
another fiver for a lap belt. I got out
the credit card and waited for delivery.
After that happened a few days
later, the NHS wheelchair received
no further use. After three months I
phoned up NHS Wheelchair Services
and asked them to come and collect it.
Why was the NHS wheelchair
no use to us? Why was perhaps over
a grand spent on it when they could
have just given us a voucher for a
two-hundred-quid one - or even,
I’ll be honest, just given me some
sensible guidance on what we needed,
and I could have bought one?
I believe that no one involved in
the design or delivery of the NHS
chair actually thought about our
needs, what would be comfortable
and safe, or what she would find
comfortable once she had adapted
to the world of not walking. They’d
just been told by the hospital that
she needed a wheelchair so they got
her a wheelchair - and didn’t worry
about the spec or the cost, which
didn’t seem to matter to them.

And, of course, the taxpayer you and me - picked up that cost.
Anyone who has worked with the
management standard ISO9001 will
know that quality is something that
shows at all levels of an organisation.
Likewise, poor practice, if it is
endemic, will show at all levels. If
you take your car to a garage to have
the brakes done, you’re not impressed
if the receptionist notes down it’s to
have the clutch sorted: she (or he)
may not be going to do the actual
work, but those that are will rely
upon information recorded by them.
This, I believe, is perhaps the most
fundamental problem we all face
with the NHS. As an organisation it
believes it is doing what it needs to,
that it knows best, yet it is not paying
anything like enough attention to
detail, at all levels. That is costing
us all a fortune, for mistakes need
to be fixed, and those affected by
them will require ongoing support.
(A cynic may argue that this
is in the interest of many of the
staff; if, miraculously, there wasn’t
as much work for them to do,
some might lose their jobs...)
I need to stress the failure is of
the organisation, not necessarily
individuals, some of whom are
doubtless working their socks off
doing what they are asked to do.
If you’re not convinced yet, please
consider an article in the Telegraph

for July 28th. Twenty-three patients
have died due to their operations
being cancelled due to covid-related
issues, and these operations were
for the removal of items left inside
them in previous operations. That’s
right: they had been cut open, bits
put in them; they were then stitched
up and no-one noticed that swabs
or whatever had not been taken
out. The hospitals responsible
were unable to then remove said
items before the patients died.
These, of course, were far from
the only ‘preventable’ deaths to
occur in the NHS in recent times.
How many more people have
survived such incidents, but perhaps
undergone more procedures than
they should have done, or been left
disabled, because things were left
inside them? How much effort, on
the part of NHS doctors, nurses,
radiographers, porters, administrators,
receptionists, managers, HR and
health-and-safety professionals
(and of course lawyers) has been
expended because of these cockups? How much has it all cost?
Is it the case, perhaps, that one
man’s cock-up provides another
man with an amount of significantly
well-paid work at the expense
of the taxpayer? If so, why are
we all putting up with this?
Please look in the mirror and
ask yourself that question.

Please pass the Light on when you’ve read it.
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Mental health - the hidden pandemic
FOR 16 months and counting,
the world has been dominated
by the pandemic. Peoples’
businesses have gone under,
the media has covered it non
stop and almost the entire
world paused for a while.

But there is another pandemic
out there, one which people aren’t
comfortable talking about openly,
because there is still to this day
a major stigma around the issue.
I’m talking about mental health.
For obvious reasons, I wish
to remain anonymous to protect
myself and my family, but I
have a story to tell you.
There is a mental health crisis in
the UK right now. As of last week,
there was apparently not a single bed
available anywhere in England for any
adults experiencing an acute mental
health condition. But it gets worse.
Children under the care of social
services are being failed, separated
from their families and sent hundreds
of miles away from their homes.
We are in this situation. We have
a teenage daughter on the autistic
spectrum who has been sent to a secure
residential placement in Scotland.
This is approximately 360 miles away
from where we live in SE England.
Our daughter began having issues
around the age of 8. The primary school
coped well for a while, did all they
could, but after a change of staff and
even after a diagnosis, the sympathy

by
STEVE ANONYMOUS
___________________________________
and support flew out of the window.
In her final year at primary school,
our daughter was told she belonged
in a special-needs school, that she
was using her autism as an excuse to
misbehave and was eventually made to
sit her SATS in a room with only one
other person, separated from her peers.
Shortly after hitting puberty, she
attempted to overdose using pills she
had smuggled into her secondary
school. The verbal abuse she suffered
from her peers and school staff had
become her inner voice. She slipped
into a deep and dark depression. She
began verbalising her desire to die
as she saw no other way out from
the prison of her own mind. She
believed the lies and hated herself.
Families and friends either ran
away or towards us. That’s what
mental health does to people; it
polarises opinion. Even I was accused
of having anger-management issues
before her diagnosis. My rage was
actually directed at the utter lack of
support we were getting as a family,
at the attitude of her primary school
staff and the fact we were watching
our precious first-born child descend
into the mouth of madness itself.
A few days after our daughter
attempted to kill herself, she was
‘sectioned’ and hospitalised for two
years being moved into 4 separate
units dotted around SE England.
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Last year, she was allowed
out of hospital and then moved
to a unit in East Anglia where she
began to flourish, but was still
having flashbacks to what she
witnessed in those units. She was
even attacked, and soon violence
became normal to her, so she’d react
in kind when being restrained.
And then the covid arrived.
Pretty soon, our daughter’s
depression returned with a vengeance,
major incidents would increase
in frequency and eventually the
government said that she could not
come home for Christmas while
the country was carved up into
tiers based on useless PCR tests.
She was devastated. The

darkness returned. A few months
later she attempted suicide again.
A few days after that, yet again.
The unit decided they couldn’t
keep her safe, so we were given the
following ‘choice’. Would we allow
her home with a live-in carer (only
one member of staff of course. Ironic,
considering she needed three at times
just to keep her safe)? Or she would
have to be placed in the only placement
available in the UK as there was a
chronic shortage of beds available in
the hospitals, which we were adamant
wouldn’t happen again as the previous
experience did so much damage.
And hence she is now in Scotland.
Why am I telling you this? Simple.
We have a mental health crisis right

now where the only graphs I’m
not seeing on mainstream media
channels are the suicide rates.
The powers that be are so obsessed
with what appears to be a bioweapon
that the conversations that should
be taking place are in fact not.
What are we allowing to
happen to our children?
We are allowing them to be
manipulated, to live in fear and to
be scarred for life. We’re destroying
an entire generation for the sake
of a virus not much more virulent
than the flu. It’s insanity.
Even ‘neurotypical’ children are
having mental health issues and that’s
the huge part of the iceberg which is
under sea level. The secondary and
tertiary consequences of the lockdowns
are incredible and it has shown how
mismanaged our social services,
hospitals and schools really are.
I’m saying this as a father and
a husband. Stand up now and be
counted. Do not let our freedoms be
taken away so easily and demand
that those responsible for this year of
hell are held accountable. For God
forbid you should get ill and enter
the mental-health system, because
right now it’s on its knees and our
children are paying a heavy price.
The children don’t have a voice but
the politicians currently do. So be the
voice for them and take the power back.
Give our children their futures back.
There will be no second chance.

Do you trust your government?
by
DAVID WILSON
______________________________

THERE can be no trust and
ultimately no real democracy
without transparency; if the
government lies, is economical
with the truth or simply allows
the media to only show one side
of the story, then how can any
of us know what is going on,
or what we are voting for?
Nowadays, politicians lie
with impunity. The media churn
out the government propaganda
and any who dare to question the
official narrative are ignored or
dismissed as conspiracy theorists.
It is essential that we point out
to people that the governments have
lied to us on countless occasions
in the past and it is certain that
they are lying to us now.
In 2003, I could see that Iraq had

no ‘weapons of mass destruction’
and I marched alongside two million
others demanding no war. If we
knew that there were no weapons
of mass destruction, do you really
believe for a minute that the biggest
‘intelligence’ agency the world has
ever seen couldn’t have figured it out?
The U.S. and UK wanted war and
they lied to us to ensure they got it.
And now to protect us from a virus
that might not be a virus they want
us to get a ‘vaccine’ that is not even
a vaccine, when the only thing we
can be sure of is that the ‘vaccine’ has
had no long-term testing, as there has
been no long term in which to test it.
Most people should already have
doubts and concerns about the integrity
and honesty of their government, but
many of us have friends and family
who trust implicitly, their entire beliefsystem wrapped up in a lifetime of
being deceived, and now scared to pull

the thread in case that belief-system
begins to unravel. These are the people
we need to reach out to with clear and
concise arguments and information.
Ask why a covid death is still
‘any death that occurs within 28
days of a covid test’. This can only
ever be an exaggeration. Most
importantly ask why, when covid
deaths are so easy to determine and
broadcast, that vaccine deaths are
so elusive and hardly mentioned.
It is neither pleasant nor easy
showing someone that their
government is lying, but telling the
truth must never be something we
should ever feel guilty about. None
of us do this solely for ourselves;
we do it for friends and family and
for everyone who deserves better,
in order that we have some sort of
freedom, autonomy and dignity in
the world we’re living in now and
most importantly for the future. And

we do this so that our governments
and our elected representatives
are accountable, that they act
honestly in our interests and not the
billionaires who line their pockets.
I am not a religious person, but I can
see the merit of the ten commandments;
a guide to ALL the people, rich and
poor. The ninth commandment is
generally translated as ‘Thou shalt
not lie’. The legal system is based on
the idea that everyone should tell ‘the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth’. So what went wrong?
The Official Secrets Act (OSA)
has its place; I wouldn’t have expected
Churchill in 1944 to have announced
‘next week we will be invading
France, at Normandy’. That is the sort
of event the OSA is designed for, but
at the end of WWII it should have
been reduced, not expanded to cover
anything the state does not want the
public to know. It’s a licence to lie,

deceive and commit horrendous crimes
under the cover of ‘national security’.
They are continuing to exaggerate
the ‘covid deaths’, they aren’t telling us
about the THOUSANDS of ‘vaccine’
deaths, and they aren’t telling us
where the disease came from. Anyone
still trusting the government?
Many people are asking how
we can possibly win against such
enormous odds. Anyone who has
ever climbed a mountain will know
that you can rarely see the summit
when you start out. All you can do is
prepare as best you can and take one
step at a time. We have the truth on
our side and the longer this goes on the
more ridiculous the propaganda and
lies will seem. Then, as the cogs start
whirring and the unravelling begins,
they themselves might start asking
questions and join us as we climb
that mountain… one step at a time.
davidwilson244413@hotmail.com
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Next step of Great Reset: Failed states
IS covid dictator Emmanuel
Macron biting off more
than he can chew?

Demanding total compliance
with vaccination and biomedical
surveillance, on pain of banishment
from society, the French government
has sparked a wave of protests from
Chambery to Clermont Ferrand.
Pseudo-medical apartheid has crossed
a line for millions of citizens, who
have caught the bug of resistance.
A message on one placard was
‘Macron et Madame Guillotine:
a marriage made in Heaven’.
Yet pushing the people too far
could be part of the master plan.
Toppling a leader would cause chaos,
but to every national problem there is
a global solution. This idea may seem
far-fetched, but we should look beyond
proximate events to the horizon of
the New World Order. The architects
of a long-planned technocracy
strive to weaken the nation-state.
The book ‘Covid-19: the
Great Reset’ by Klaus SchwabRothschild and Thierry Malleret
of the World Economic Forum,
published last summer, is a bland
yet revealing manifesto:
‘Covid-19 has reminded us
that the biggest problems we face
are global in nature. Whether
it’s pandemics, climate change,
terrorism or international trade, all
are global issues that we can only
address, and whose risks can only be
mitigated, in a collective fashion.’
Crises have always been exploited

by
NIALL McCRAE
____________________________________
to boost control. Once power is taken,
it is rarely given back: the security
response to the Twin Towers event
continues two decades on. Hitherto
efforts for global governance having
faltered, with toothless agencies
and cooperation thwarted by
international rivalries, the globalists
have found a way to usurp state
power through a border-defying
health emergency. Suddenly the
World Health Organisation became
the unquestionable authority.
Indeed, the pandemic seems
highly convenient; it was certainly
predicted by the likes of vaccinetouting eugenicist Bill Gates, gainof-function virus funder Anthony
Fauci, and the World Economic
Forum in its prescient ‘Event 201’
exercise. Fear, loathing and bribery
were incited to stunning effect,
bringing almost every government
into line in imposing lockdowns and
mass vaccination, mostly with the
willing compliance of the people.
Governments appear to be
following orders from beyond their
democratic mandate. Meanwhile
there are suspicions about the deaths
of Pierre Nkurunziza of Burundi,
John Magufuli of Tanzania and
Jovenel Moise of Haiti, leaders
who challenged the viral panic and
vaccine push. Their counterparts in
Madagascar and Belarus have been
alerted to potential assassination. You
are not paranoid if the risk is real.
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The most vulnerable leaders,
however, could be those at the
vanguard of the relentless vaccination
and digital passport drive. Although
the majority of the populace in
Western countries have accepted the
experimental jabs, and will soon be
lining up for boosters, a significant
minority cannot be persuaded.
They have seen through the scam,
and will never take the clot shots
unless held down and injected, or
dispatched kicking and screaming
to an internment camp, already
being built in Australia & Canada.
As the ratchet of covid-licensed
totalitarianism tightens, the possibility

of violent opposition increases.
Somewhere in the world a prominent
politician could be lynched, with the
ensuing anarchy more of a danger
than the virus. For the globalists, this
would justify external intervention.
In go the Blue Helmets, in their
pristine white armoured vehicles.
In ‘The Great Reset’, Schwab
described fragile states as povertystricken, economically and socially
volatile, with high levels of violent
crime. We associate such problems
with regions of Africa, Asia and
Latin America, but similar conditions
are present in the outer doughnuts
of cities in the affluent West. The

legitimacy of civic institutions has
been undermined by decades of
cultural Marxist ideology (expressed
in ‘woke’ activism), and by mass
immigration from poorer parts of
the world, where covid-induced
turmoil and Kissinger’s UN foreign
policy are likely to spur exodus.
Unemployment will destroy social
cohesion. The Devil makes work
for idle hands, and an obvious target
will be the government. National
leaders, whose popularity rose in the
covid outbreak, will be blamed for
the post-covid devastation. Despite
internet censorship and the obedient
mainstream media, populists will
emerge to foment revolutionary
fervour. Rallies may become too
large for riot police to quell.
The European Union, seemingly
irrelevant during the covid crisis,
will step out of the shadows. Having
done the heavy haulage, national
governments have no fuel left in the
tank. Loans will depend on fulfilling
globalist objectives such as universal
basic income, and administering the
Common Pass, a digital data passport
under development years before
covid-19. The UK government have
recently engaged Entrust to handle
the nation’s digital identity scheme.
Macron is fast becoming a figure
of hate, but he won’t be the only
one. The rulers won’t want several
countries collapsing at once. Like
every other contrived crisis, this will
likely be a controlled explosion.

Union pushes teachers to betray children
KEVIN Courtney, joint general
secretary of the National
Education Union (NEU),
bizarrely used his press briefing
‘Flu Vaccines’ to promote
covid injections in children.
The statement was made just
days before term ended, giving
teachers no opportunity to respond
to a position taken following no
consultation of union members.
His unqualified endorsement
of a medical product could
prove to be a disaster for school
communities across the country.
Linking his comments
about flu and covid vaccination
planning, Courtney conspicuously
stated: “Vaccines are very safe
and convey huge protections to
individuals and society.” In doing
so, Courtney conferred the track
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record of traditional vaccines on
the new gene therapy treatments.
He failed to recognise how the
1600 deaths and million adverse
reactions within just a few months
contrast alarmingly with track
records over decades of vaccines
such as tuberculosis and MMR
on the Yellow Card system. He
claimed efficacy for drugs still in
their trial phase comparable with
those having a track record of
many years. He also appears to be
entirely ignorant of the availability
of drugs such as Ivermectin, with
long-established safety records,
which bring into question whether
covid-19 requires any kind of
vaccination programme at all.
Very disturbingly, Courtney
considered it appropriate to add:

“We know that 90% of parents
are in favour of vaccinating their
children against coronavirus. It is
important that we can begin to plan
the vaccination effort.” He says this
in an environment where coercion
is rife. Covid injections are the
assumed solution to the problems
presented by government policies
for schools: Pupils missing out on
their schooling due to lockdowns
or a single positive test among
classmates; parents’ needing to
resolve childcare issues whilst
attempting to continue earning
money; teachers appearing to live
in fear of human contact due to the
cloth strapped to their face in line
with the latest rules; grades being
made up by teachers who know
that they could never correctly
guess a full set of exam results.
All coercive pressures and not a

single medical reason among them.
That 90% would give consent
in an unambiguously coercive
environment, in which no educated
person (without a time machine)
could consider themselves to
be fully informed, should be a
source of grave concern for a
teachers’ representative. Not an
argument for experimenting on
children. Seemingly, free and
informed consent has no place
in NEU leadership thinking.
If Courtney has his way, teachers
will be collecting consent forms
from coerced parents and then
personally sending children from
their classes to be experimented
on. They will have an active
role to play in gambling with the
lives of the next generation. “I
was told to do it” never brought
much sympathy to a child facing

a schoolmaster’s wrath. Similarly,
no teacher should expect to
escape their responsibilities in the
aftermath either. These children
are in their care. They know that
medical coercion is a criminal act,
and Courtney should know that
his union should be protecting
teachers from being pushed into
this unethical role. He is betraying
the people he is there to protect and
endangering children in the process.
This treachery is everybody’s
business. The nation’s children
and teachers being exposed to risk
in this way is not just a matter for
union members. We will all pay the
price of ignoring lessons in medical
ethics that humanity has learned the
hard way more than once already.
Source: https://neu.org.uk/
press-releases/flu-vaccines
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Electric vehicles will save
nothing but cost the earth
by
GEORGE PATRICK
_________________________________

QUESTIONS were raised
in my mind when I worked
for Jaguar Land Rover
(JLR) in the development
department for combustion
engines for several years.

The development was for petrol and
diesel four- and six-cylinder engines and
later for the little known three-cylinder
to be produced in China for its market.
Why, I pondered, did the UK
and Europe also not want a smaller
economical vehicle with less pollution
output?
The answer lay with Germany;
it was, and remains, the driving and
dominant force in Europe, backed
by France. It has dominated vehicle
manufacturing and overseen the
calls for improvements to reduce the
CO2 and especially NOX levels.
Germany’s diesel cars in
particular had huge pollution outputs,
and it was eventually proved that
more than 100,000 Audis did not
meet the emissions standard.
The Euro 6 emission standard
(EU6) stretched and stressed the
manufacturers to produce vehicles and
engines in giving better performance
and low emission outputs.
It also set a legal requirement for
a car manufacturer to average CO2
emissions below 130g/km across its
entire range and to 98g/km in 2020.
EU6 was replaced by EU7, which
has had major impacts to all UK
and European car manufacturers,
especially in high-performance cars.
Through brilliant engineering,
JLR developed a diesel engine which
met the EU7 regulations and gave
95% efficiency, outclassing all the top
European manufacturers. It was known
that no one else had produced such
an engine and that people would have
to buy JLR vehicles. Then suddenly,
there came a big push from Europe
to change to electric vehicles. Why?
The realisation hit that JLR had
to change the focus from combustion
engines to electric. This changed the
whole dynamics of the company
and saw engineers diverted to
taking on the future of EVs.
Some say the UK and European
government colluded in failing to
implement EU7; others say JLR
was three years behind the EV
revolution, unlike Germany.
Later I was shown a picture of a lake
of pollution in Canada, created by toxic

waste from battery development. Also,
when I was at JLR, we were shown
three studies from global research on
petrol, diesel and electric power output
to weight ratios and the performance
against engines using equal energy
values. Petrol came in about 90%,
diesel 80% and electric 35-40%.

only country whose Fire Rescue Service
can deal with EV car fires, using an
almost HGV-size container with a
crane that hoists up the vehicle and
submerges it in the container and fluid.
Note that a battery on constant ‘Fast
Charge’ will lose 30% to 40% of its life,
due to a force-fed electric charge, but a

weight to carry the batteries. When
you explain this, the penny drops.
There is nothing wrong with the
concept of combustion engines, it is
only the fuel types used. Petrol was
the future, then diesel, then propane
gas. Talk of hydrogen development

Photo: Sophie Jonas

It was stated that by 2050 only
45-50% of global cars would be electric
since EV cars could not equal petrol
or diesel in performance and cost.
When they advertise Electric Cars in
TV commercials, they use the a subtle
twist in the advert stating ‘Zero TailPipe Emissions’. But EVs do not require
tail-pipes, though maybe they are added
for aesthetics! Again this is emphasising
that there are no emissions from EVs,
but they NEVER state the actual
emissions to create and build a car.
Check online and search for the
greenest car you can buy, which is the
Skoda Octavia Diesel with lower ‘Build
Emissions’ than the Tesla EVs which
create 72/76 metre tonnes to build.
The alarming issue is the battery
waste, which has not been accounted for
in the emissions. Also, Germany is the

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

trickle/normal charge will last longer.
People would not buy them,
unless forced to, but Theresa
May’s government reduced the
timeline of getting rid of petrol
and diesel engines. The result was
6,500 JLR job losses along with
thousands in the supply chain.
Since then JLR has got rid of a
further 2,000 jobs but have European
vehicle manufacturers done the same?
As I explain to people, back in the
90s it was stated that building a car
creates 12 times more pollution than
that caused in its entire use. Also, the
only difference between an EV and
petrol/diesel is the motor/propulsion and
fuel system; nearly everything else is the
same. Same body, same wheels, same
interior, but the chassis and suspension
must be increased in strength and

is promising although a bit risky.
EVs are not the magic bullet to
reducing pollution and the 2030 date is a
pipe dream. Hybrids are the immediate
future, and then EVs only when
cost, performance, and environment
benefit - but not in my lifetime.
Lastly, if you want a pollutionfree environment and atmosphere,
then there are three simple solutions:
get rid of cars altogether, reduce
the cars per household or reduce
the population. But that is another
argument and one well worth having.
‘EU to tighten Euro 7 emissions
standard for all tests’ - electrive.com
‘The dystopian lake filled by the
world’s tech lust’ - BBC Future

Covid’s
Soliloquy
by BlueHeretic

To vaxx, or not to vaxx, that is the
question:
Whether ‘tis nobler for society to
suffer
The needles and vials of
outrageous pharmacy
Or to take arms against a sea of
despots
And by opposing, end them. To
resist, to succumb
No more - and by resist to say we
end
The heartache and the thousand
cuts
That spirit is heir to. ‘Tis a
consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To rouse,
to resist To resist - perchance to succeed:
ay, there’s the rub,
For in that resistance,
What realisation may precede
(To shuffle off these mortal
chains)
Must not give us pause. For
there’s the apocalypse
That makes calumny of so vile a
scam
For who would bear the
opprobrium,
Th’oppressor’s wrong, the proud
dictator’s contumely,
The pangs of despisèd dictat, the
law’s delay,
The insolence of office, the
psycho’s
Impatient rape th’ worthy takes,
When he himself might his
quietus make
By acquiescence to genetic
manipulation?
For who would fardels bear,
To clot and sweat under onerous
usury,
But that goodly human nature
wills ignorance of such ministry:
The unfamiliar diabolic Erebus,
from whose bourn
No fruits of toil return, puzzles
the ethical mind
And makes us rather bear those
ills
Than fly to deductions more
terrible than honest man can
countenance?
Thus indolence does make slaves
of us all,
And thus the native hue of
resistance
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast
of mass media,
And enterprise of great pith and
moment
With this regard their currents
turn awry
And lose the capacity for action Soft you now,
My conscience rebels - Angels, in
thy orisons
Be all my fears allayed
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Alarm over plans to
fluoridate all tap water
THERE is concern about the
Government’s stated plans to
add the chemical fluoride to all
tap water in England. Water
fluoridation as a key initiative
is set out in the prevention
Green Paper: “Advancing
our health: Prevention in the
2020s” published in July 2019.

This doesn’t purify the water,
as it is added to bring about changes
in the human body. The substance
used is hydrofluorosilicic acid toxic waste taken from phosphate
fertiliser factory chimney scrubbers.
This contains arsenic, lead, mercury,
cadmium, aluminium and other waste
products which can be added to tap
water under the name “fluoride.”
This waste is more poisonous
than lead and only slightly less so
than arsenic. The fluoride used is not
pharmaceutical grade, unlike that in
toothpaste. Fluoride is an enzyme
poison which inhibits important

by
ANN WILLS
_____________________________________
enzymes in the body, and was
previously used as rat poison. Fluoride
is excreted via the kidneys but older
people have decreased excretion rates.
Fluoride depresses thyroid function
and in the past fluoride was given to
patients with an overactive thyroid to
permanently lower thyroid activity.
This shows that fluoride could
potentially damage the functioning
of a healthy endocrine system.
A Canadian study at York
University, Toronto, found fluoride
causes lower IQ. Research from
The Affiliated Hospital of Guizhou
Medical University in China looked at
26 studies of 7,258 children and found
high fluoride exposure in water is
strongly linked to lower intelligence.
Other studies support these findings.
The fluoride added to tap water is
20 times more toxic than calcium
fluoride, which occurs naturally.
Fluoridation of water is

wasteful and costly, as less than
1% of tap water is drunk by
children. Most tap water is used
by industry and for washing,
toilet flushing, watering gardens
etc. Therefore, 99% of taxpayers’
money spent on fluoridation is
literally money down the drain!
Fluoridated water can cause
dental fluorosis, which is permanent
brown or white mottling of children’s
teeth and has led to some children’s
needing dental veneers. The World
Health Organisation said in the past
that no fluoridation schemes should
begin until total fluoride intake has
been measured - but this was never
done. We receive fluoride from
industrial pollution, pesticides,
tranquillisers and other medical
drugs. Many people’s fluoride
body levels are above previous
WHO safety limits. Mistakes at
water companies can happen and in
Hooper Bay, Anchorage in Alaska
in July 1992, a 41-year old man

died and many other people suffered
fluoride poisoning when there was
a water fluoridation overdose.
In Camelford in Cornwall in 1988
a tanker driver accidently dumped
20 tonnes of aluminium sulphate
into the wrong tank. Camelford
residents became ill and one lady
later died aged only 59, from a rare
form of Alzheimer’s after drinking the
aluminium-contaminated tap water.
USA parents were warned not to
make up babies’ bottle feeds with
fluoridated water as babies could get
a fluoride overdose. The USA then
lowered the fluoride added to tap
water to 0.7 ppm - which is lower
than the 1ppm which the UK allows.
In Lanarkshire, Scotland, tooth decay
is greatly reduced by the ‘ChildSmile’
programme where young children
clean their teeth properly each day
in school. This is safe, effective
and inexpensive. The brushing also
prevents gum disease - as more adult
teeth are lost from gum disease than

decay. Medication should be given
individually according to a person’s
weight and general health - not
given en-masse with no control
over dosage received. It’s unethical
to fluoridate everyone regardless
of need or personal choice, which
goes against medical ethics.
It would be preferable for
the government to give fluoride
free toothpaste or tablets to any
child said to ‘need’ them, than to
wastefully add this chemical to
the whole tap water supply, which
removes informed consent.
Search: Dr Paul Connett,
Professor of Environmental
Chemistry and Toxicity.

water. Being extremely irritated by
the Thursday evening clapping for
the NHS heroes (who were enjoying
free pizzas in empty hospitals). Not
walking in single file when crossing
Otley footbridge with my better half
(instead holding hands) which elicited
a cry of ‘single file, single file’! from
a masked skinny-me-link who forced
himself up against the parapet to avoid
coming within – what distance was
it again? And of course the whole
mask thing. Who could forget the
mask mandate introduced in July
2020 precisely when any seasonal flu
was non-existent, fresh air abundant
and summer was there to enjoy?
My inexcusable behaviour was
manifested in a stubborn refusal to
wear a face covering everywhere I
went: dentist, doctor, optician, hospital,
shops, buses, pubs, restaurants, garden
centres - in fact anywhere a mask was
required this refusenik was so extreme
that a nappy never crossed his face.
The worst situation was in
Waterstones in Harrogate when two
assistants and three customers rounded

on me for not conforming in turning
myself into a faceless nonentity. I
stormed out shouting, “You’re all
a bunch of brainwashed zombies”,
which gave me untold pleasure but
didn’t progress my hunt for the book I
was after. Oh well, every principle has
its price. I shopped elsewhere for the
book so it was Waterstones’ loss, and
I will never darken their doors again.
Best response I made was when
attempting to enter a branch of Lloyds
Bank (yes, I know they’re as scarce
as hen’s teeth but I managed to track
one down), and being challenged by
the face-nappied doorman. My reply
was ‘Would you like me to make
up the full set and come in with a
shotgun?’ Actually he took this rather
well and I entered without a mask.
Then of course we come to
the ‘vaccine’. Ahhh, the vaccine!
The modern-day answer to the
maiden’s prayer, the maiden being
the pharmaceutical industry. ‘Take
the shot and return to normal’ was
the exhortation. It wasn’t mentioned
about the second, third, and never-

ending boosters apart from the
myriad of variants that can appear
as the vax-pushers deem necessary.
Good luck with that to all who have
succumbed, I certainly haven’t.
Looking back over the last
eighteen months, the only example
of pointless, dangerous, meaningless
and pathetic conditioning ever to
befall the great unwashed that I
haven’t had the pleasure of refusing
is the discredited PCR test, and that
is simply because I’ve never been
offered it. I look forward to the
opportunity with relish. Is it really
an extreme mind that comes to the
conclusion that we have never had a
pandemic based on a virus but rather
a PCR pandemic based on fictitious
cases? If so, guilty as charged.
Now that I’ve got that off my
chest I’m going to do what all selfrespecting enemies of the state do.
I’m going to put the kettle on, make
a nice cup of tea, possibly unwrap a
chocolate biscuit and put my feet up.
It doesn’t get more extreme than that!

He’s co-author of “The Case
Against Fluoride” (Chelsea Green
Publishing.) Also Dr Philippe
Grandjean MD, Professor of
Environmental Chemistry from
Copenhagen University, who writes
on children’s IQ being damaged by
fluoridation.

An enemy of the state?
ALL my life I’ve thought of
myself as a moderate and middle
of the road person. It turns out
that this is far from the truth:
I’m an out-and-out, dyed in
the wool, rebellious extremist.
You may be aware that the average
age of death attributed to ‘covid’ in
the UK is around 83 years. Contrast
that with the average life span in the
UK of 81 years and the cynic in you
may conclude that covid helps you to
live longer. This is just one ridiculous
fact in the new world of covid. Like
everything to do with this whole
pandemic, nothing is logical to the
person with common sense. In today’s
world, if you consider yourself to be
utterly normal by the standards of two
years ago and you have stayed the
same since, it seems you are actually
a dangerous enemy of the state.
When ‘three weeks to flatten
the curve’ was announced I said
to my neighbour “have you ever
heard of disaster capitalism?” That
went down like a lead balloon.
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by
HARRY HOPKINS
_____________________________________

All through the so-called lock
downs I have never succumbed to it.
When my wife asked ‘What are we
going to do?’ I replied: ‘Are there
any policemen at the bottom of our
drive? Are there roadblocks in town or
anywhere else?’ Of course the answer
to these questions was in the negative.
So we carried on as normally as we
could. Lockdown is a state of mind,
not a physical reality. How extreme
can you get when you don’t watch
TV news? How off the wall do you
have to be not to read mainstream
media? Perhaps the surest sign of
extreme and unbalanced behaviour,
inexplicable in the modern era, is
not possessing a smartphone.
Not practising the covid swerve
when out and about was a sure sign
of abnormal conduct. Offering your
hand in friendship to tradesmen and
others (and more often than not having
it accepted) when hand sanitiser
seemed to be more prolific than tap

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.
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Covid figures don’t speak for
themselves, they say nothing
However they are
used to mislead
and terrorise us
NUMBERS need meaning, and
we do not get meaning from
those that dominate the news.

Would you have ever guessed that
Peru has had more than twice as many
covid deaths as Brazil – per capita? They
are both high, but Peru, which imposed
strict lockdown and travel controls
early on, doesn’t make the news.
The U.S. has one third the level of
covid-related deaths of Peru and fewer
than the UK, yet we constantly hear
that it has more deaths than anywhere
in the world (true, but not per capita).
And remember when they terrorised
us with figures coming out of India?
They seemed horrific when compared
to the UK but they omitted to tell us
India has 20 times the population.
The USA ranks 21 in the world
for deaths per million, just under
Britain at 20. Of late, the news has
been dominated by cases, focusing
on what variant they are. Regardless
of variant, this number of cases
is meaningless* unless related to
cases per head of population.
* (Meaningful, perhaps, to the
world’s 660 post-covid billionaires)
Double the testing and cases will
double. Halve it and cases will halve.
It is not rocket science; it is not even
science - just number generation.
We are not being told whether cases
per head of population are going up,
down or sideways. They are not even
necessarily cases; they are alleged
positive tests – two quite different
things. But we will stick for convenience
sake with the abused term ‘case’.
Looking for meaning? The
UK has so far totted up 4,854,000
cases. China, with 50 times UK’s
population has recorded 91,810.
Confused? It’s simple. The UK
has administered 3,000 tests per 1,000
population vs China at 111 tests per
1,000 and appear to have stopped
testing in April of last year. The U.S.
has logged more than 34,500,000
cases – of which 30 million would
no longer be cases by the time they
counted the last 4.5 million.
Cases are not a cumulative
number, unless you assume they
all now have antibodies.
Most of those publicised case

by
GREGORY SAMS
___________________________________
numbers would never have noticed
an infection that is only detectable
by a highly sensitive device, known
for its inaccuracy and specifically
designed to determine the cause of
disease in symptomatic cases.
I am not trying to make sense
of these numbers, given the known
inaccuracy of the tests themselves.
We also know that most of the deaths
are ‘deaths with covid’. In Britain,
this covers anyone who has tested
positive for covid-19 in the 28 days
before dying, for whatever reason. That
includes death by car crash and suicide.
Hospital admissions are tested for
covid on arrival. According to CDC
figures in the US, 94% of ‘covid deaths’
were people who died with two or
more co-morbidities, and in just 6%
of cases covid was the sole cause of
death. Average age of covid deaths are
close to average age of any death.
Even if the PCR tests were
100% accurate, when no per capita
numbers are given one might suspect
mismanagement of figures to create
a desired effect. So much emphasis
is given to a number that is easily
managed and means nothing. Why?
We have been told this is an
existential crisis on a par with
World War 2. What rubbish!
In WW2 most of Europe’s
population knew personally of
several or more who had tragically
died. War ravaged the continent.
Covid is comparable to a bad flu,
and as with flu cases, it can also kill a
few and permanently damage some
survivors. It does not compare to the
bombing of Dresden, the Battle of
Stalingrad or the D-Day landings.
Were it not rammed down our
throats daily, most would be hardly
aware that there was a new disease
out there, and more concerned by
knife crime, suicide, opioid addiction,
cancer, malnutrition, corruption in
high office, economic stability, the
aftermath of warmongering, and more.
The only valid comparison with
WW2 would be to the level of economic
damage done by the pre-orchestrated
response to ‘save us’ from a disease
with an average 99.97% survival rate.
They might as well have dropped
bombs on countless cafés, theatres,
cinemas, hotels, pubs, restaurants,
airports and passenger ships across the
world. Hardship and deprivation will

DEATHS PER
MILLION
(1,000 deaths per million
= 1 death per thousand)

Peru 5,775
(5.8 per 1000)

Brazil 2,446
Italy 2,114
Poland 1,986
(2 per 1,000)

UK 1,879
USA 1,866
Spain 1,730
France 1,699
Portugal 1,683
Sweden 1,437
Greece 1,226
Germany 1,090
(1.1 per 1,000)
All data taken from July4, 2021, Worldometer

follow. At least customers returned when
the bomb damaged world was rebuilt.
Every death is tragic, but take a hard
look at the numbers of death per million
in the sample of nations on the left.
Most would agree that we do not stop
the entire world and vaccinate entire
populations to save 1,000 lives. The only
question is: where do you draw the line?
In Britain, the total who died within
28 days of testing positive for covid
comes to one in every 532 of the
population. The numbers add up, but
the average victim is over 80 years of
age, with more than two co-morbidities.
Cancer and heart disease continue
to be by far the biggest killers.
In Brazil, one in 408 have died with
covid. In the USA, it’s one in 535.
I would like to say ‘let the figures
speak for themselves’, but they say
nothing. They convey an atmosphere
of fear with scary numbers repetitively
force fed by the mainstream.
They say if numbers are
coming down then it’s due to the
vaccines. If they are going up it
is due to the unvaccinated.
If they need to scare, then forecast
overflowing hospitals based on
case numbers – many of whom are
schoolchildren with a near-zero
chance of noticing or suffering their
infection, let alone filling hospitals.
Should you be interested, about
one in 200 people who are tested, test

positive, and according to the PCR
test data, some four out of five positive
results could be false positives.
The actual cases detected
may or may not have any
symptoms and, despite what
we were told, asymptomatic
transmission is extremely rare.
Remember that in Britain this all
began with the need to ‘flatten the
curve’ of hospital admissions. There
was no supposition that cases or
deaths would be affected, just the rate
at which hospitalisation occurred.
We flattened the curve and
hospitals were never overwhelmed.
When we look at the long-term data
for Sweden, the world’s only control
group, and compare U.S. states
that dropped masks and distancing
to those that did not, it looks as if
those measures made no difference
to infection and mortality rates.
Forget about cases counted. We
must set our levels of alarm and fear
based on personal experience of people
who died with covid-19 as the primary
cause. The numbers will be dwarfed,
for most, by friends lost to cancer, heart
disease, suicide, knives or drugs. t
Covid is no longer even in the
top 20 causes of death in the UK, yet
millions are terrified. Perhaps that is
the most terrifying aspect of it all.
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German chief pathologist sounds
alarm on vaccine fatalities
by
FREEWESTMEDIA.COM
_____________________________________

THE regional daily newspaper
Augsburger Allgemeine reported
“Schirmacher assumes that
30 to 40 percent of them died
from the vaccination. In his
opinion, the frequency of fatal
consequences of vaccinations is
underestimated – a politically
explosive statement in times
when the vaccination campaign
is losing momentum, the Delta
variant is spreading rapidly and
restrictions on non-vaccinated
people are being discussed.”
The Merkel administration
quickly moved to respond to this
“politically explosive” statement
from Heidelberg. According to the
German Press Agency (dpa), the
Paul Ehrlich Institute announced
that Schirmacher’s statements
were “incomprehensible”. The
Chancellor’s lackey, senior German
immunologist Thomas Mertens
dismissed the findings right away:
“I don’t know of any data that
would allow a justifiable statement
to be made here and I am not
assuming an unreported number.”
The immunologist Christian
Bogdan from the Erlangen
University Hospital, member of the
Standing Vaccination Commission
(STIKO), also contradicted
Schirmacher’s assumption of a “high
number of unreported vaccination

Peter Schirmacher, director of
the Pathological Institute of the
University of Heidelberg, expresses
his concerns after conducting more
than 40 autopsies on people who died
within two weeks of a covid shot
complications or even deaths”.
The pathologist however received
support from his own ranks, and
the Federal Association of German
Pathologists stated that more
autopsies of vaccinated people who
died within a certain time frame after
vaccination should be performed.
The head of the “Autopsy
Working Group” in this association
wanted to make general practitioners
and health authorities aware of this.
In other words, doctors of the patients
who die within a few days or weeks
after vaccination should apply for
an autopsy in case of doubt, or the
health authorities should take action.
The Federal Association of
Pathologists had already requested
this in March in a letter to Health
Minister Jens Spahn (CDU),
but it went unanswered.
Schirmacher’s warning could
of course ruin a multi-digit longterm billion-dollar business for
various pharmaceutical companies,
while the already low willingness
to get the jab in the remaining
unvaccinated group could further

decrease dramatically and ultimately
the entire pandemic strategy of the
federal government could unravel.
But the seriousness and reputation
of the director of the Pathological
Institute at the University of
Heidelberg are unassailable.
Schirmacher himself is already
leading an autopsy project on people
who have died from covid-19, which
is subsidized by the state. He himself
then expanded the focus and also
autopsied more than 40 deceased
vaccinated people. Even if his results
are only a snapshot, it is a dramatic
one: 30 to 40 percent died from the
vaccination itself. The pathologist
cited “rare, severe side effects of the
vaccination – such as cerebral vein
thrombosis or autoimmune diseases”.
Schirmacher responded to the
criticism from some colleagues,
denying an accused lack of
competence: “The colleagues
are definitely wrong because
they cannot assess this specific
question competently.” Moreover,
he has not tried to spread panic,
and he is not an opponent of

vaccinations – Schirmacher
himself has been vaccinated.
The Robert Koch Institute
meanwhile refers to the regular safety
reports of the Paul Ehrlich Institute
on its website. However, should
it become apparent in the coming
weeks that politics, science and
the media are campaigning against
Schirmacher and his alarming results
are being completely ignored, it
would be another red flag regarding
the safety of these products.
Twitter meanwhile suspended the
account of former New York Times
science correspondent Alex Berenson
for sharing details of a Pfizer clinical
trial with similar findings which
completely obliterates the narrative
of the political establishment.
According to Pfizer “During
the blinded, controlled period, 15
BNT162b2 and 14 placebo recipients
died; during the open-label period,
3 BNT162b2 and 2 original placebo
recipients who received BNT162b2
after unblinding died. None of these
deaths were considered related
to BNT162b2 by investigators.”
It stated that the causes of death
were balanced between BNT162b2
and placebo groups: 15 people
who took the vaccine died and 14
people who took the placebo died.
But tons of people who were in
the placebo group have now taken
the jab, thus “the trial blind is broken
now” and “this is all the data we will
ever have,” Berenson pointed out.

U.S. cities begin segregation
AT least three major U.S.
cities have re-introduced
segregation in the last month,
with more sure to follow.

KTLA News reported Wednesday
August 11 that the Los Angeles City
Council had unanimously voted to
introduce vaccination requirements in
order to enter indoor spaces, including
restaurants, bars, gyms and even stores.
The report notes that the council
“voted to direct the city attorney
to draft an ordinance requiring
patrons to have at least one dose
of the vaccine to be able to enter
the indoor public spaces”.
Entertainment centres like stadiums,
concert venues and movie theatres
will also fall under the ordinance.
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by
DARREN SMITH
_____________________________________
Council President Nury
Martinez declared that “It’s
our responsibility to protect the
public - that includes protecting
them from the unvaccinated”.
Meanwhile, the liberal mecca
of San Francisco will now require
proof of full vaccination for patrons
and employees of restaurants,
bars and gyms, becoming the
first major U.S. city to impose
such a stringent mandate.
The rule applies to major
indoor spaces such as theatres
and entertainment venues, Mayor
London Breed’s office said in a
statement on the same Thursday.

San Francisco and its surrounding
counties reinstituted a mask mandate
for people in public indoor spaces,
regardless of vaccination status.
And since a disproportionate
percentage of American adults without
a vaccine are minorities, San Francisco
has effectively made it impossible for
many Blacks and Hispanics to eat out
in San Francisco or frequent much of it
With its restrictions, San Francisco
surpasses New York, which imposed
a less stringent order when it required
that indoor diners and gym patrons
have one dose, though no one is
under any illusion that they are all
paths to the same destination of a full
digital ID for everyone on Earth.

Photo: Rodnae Productions

Israel:
Booster
shots likely
to be for
ever
by
DARREN SMITH
_________________________________

Health Minister Nitzan
Horowitz said there
was no justification for
giving a Green Pass
to people who had not
gotten the third, booster
vaccination dose.
Israel have warned that once
6 months have passed since your
last ‘booster’ shot, your ‘green
pass’ which allows entrance into
many public spaces, events and
buildings, will be cancelled, thus
setting the stage for permanent,
ongoing covid-19 ‘vaccines’
to be injected into people.
“This is simply because,
in terms of its effectiveness,
the vaccine is valid only for a
period of five or six months.
After about half a year, you have
to get a third dose. Otherwise,
the vaccine loses its power.
The Green Pass testifies that a
person is safe in a certain way.
So the moment we know that the
vaccine loses its effectiveness
after a certain period, there’s
no justification for giving a
Green Pass to someone who
hasn’t gotten another dose,”
said Horowitz, chillingly.
Only people holding the
Green Pass can now enter event
venues, conference halls, culture
and sporting events, restaurants,
cafes, gyms, hotels and movie
theatres, regardless of the number
of participants or the number of
people present there. The Health
Ministry is also considering
limiting family gatherings during
the upcoming Jewish holidays,
and especially on the Jewish
New Year on September 6th.
This is all despite the fact that
vaccinated individuals have 27
times higher risk of symptomatic
covid infection compared to
those with natural immunity
from prior disease. No fewer than
a further 15 academic studies
also show natural immunity
offers immense protection from
covid-19 (bit.ly/3h1imit).
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Persecution of Canada’s outspoken physicians
and scientists mirrors totalitarian Iron Curtain
Absence
of informed
consent
brings stark
spectre of
Soviet Bloc
THERE is a medical and
societal tyranny now
afoot in Canada.

It is based on a single-minded,
totalitarian and anti-science
opposition to anything other than
what constitutes the ‘official
narrative’ with regard to the covid-19
pandemic and its solution.
It has evolved into a wellcoordinated campaign to smear,
de-platform, persecute and silence
anyone who questions the official
propaganda constantly emanating
from government-sanctioned sources.
This Orwellian tyranny has
extended to include the persecution of
Canadian scientists and physicians.
If their scientific utterance
or statement is perceived by the
authorities to stray from the official
narrative, there are concerted,
coordinated moves by health
authorities, government public health
agencies and licensing bodies, with a
compliant media in tow, to persecute
and ‘discipline’ the offender for
simply expressing an opinion or
pointing out ethical obligations for
physicians, such as informed consent.
This is all disturbingly similar
to the suppression of scientists and
academia in the Soviet Union. The
totalitarian, communist regime under
the Bolsheviks and Stalin, sought
to control all scientific opinion and
viciously opposed anything perceived
to be associated with what were
termed ‘dangerous’ ideas from the
‘bourgeois’ and ‘capitalist’ West.
For example, the Soviet and
Stalinist authorities allowed only a
certain view of genetics perpetrated
by Russian scientist TD Lysenko
(1898-1976) to be discussed, taught
or practiced in Soviet academies
and societies. Anybody perceived
to be straying from this official
view would be singled out for sham
investigations by tribunals, followed
by punishment and discipline
including deportation to the gulags,
long imprisonment or worse.

by Dr FRANCIS CHRISTIAN
FRCSEd,
FRCSC
_____________________________________
Soon, all of Soviet science
came under the weight of this
scientific tyranny, including
medicine (the only exception was
nuclear physics and space).
Canada is now the grand and
unfortunate stage upon which a
new brand of medical and societal
tyranny is manifesting itself in
multiple areas of daily life for
ordinary citizens - and in the lives
of its physicians and scientists.
I am a surgeon who lives and
practises in Saskatoon, in the province
of Saskatchewan in Western Canada.
I have been a surgeon for more
than 20 years, a clinical professor
of surgery and faculty member of
the University of Saskatchewan. I
started the quality and patient safety
unit in the Department of Surgery
and co-founded the department’s
Surgical Humanities programme.
Together with the computer
science department, we designed
the ‘Morbidity and Mortality App’
(M&M App), which is now being
used throughout Saskatchewan. I also
founded the Journal of The Surgical
Humanities, of which I was editor.
I am a poet and my book of poems
was released to the world a few weeks
ago: https://www.harppublishing.ca/
product/to-a-nurse-friend-weeping/
On June 23 of this year, I was
called into a WebEx meeting with the
Dean of our College of Medicine, the
Chief Medical Officer (CMO) and the
Interim Head, Department of Surgery.
I was fired from my roles as
Director of our Surgical Humanities
programme and my other role as
Director of Quality and Patient
Safety; in addition, all my academic
roles were suspended, including
the teaching and training of
residents and medical students.
My crime? Advocating for
informed consent in the rollout of the m-RNA vaccine to
children in Saskatchewan.
Canada, along with the UK,
United States and Israel, is one
of the few countries aggressively
pushing and propagating the covid-19
m-RNA vaccines to children.
In Saskatchewan, even our middle
and high schools are being used
to administer this vaccine - with
several reports of teachers and other
people of influence strenuously
advertising the vaccine without any
kind of informed consent and in some
cases, coercing students to receive
this new, experimental injection.

Dr Francis Christian

This is all while the risks of the
shot, its benefits or its alternatives
are not being explained in any
meaningful way to parents or
children. Children as young as
13 can even opt to receive the
injection without their parents’
consent or knowledge.
In a press conference on June 17, I
had called for full, informed consent
to be put in place for our parents and
children, before the m-RNA vaccine
was administered to teenagers.
This should not be a controversial
position for anyone - obtaining
informed consent is a bedrock
of medical ethics and has been a
requirement for physicians for several
hundred years. It also forms the
basis for several regulatory codes,
including the Nuremberg Code.
The latter was written as the result
of the horrific medical experiments
conducted by Nazi Germany on
concentration camp prisoners without
their consent. The civilized nations
of the world united after the Second
World War to say ‘never again’.
Never again would any kind of
medical intervention or treatment be
administered to anybody, without full

and voluntary informed consent.
There is a recording of my
firing available through a link in
this press release: bit.ly/3zLu20d
Several other physicians and
scientists have been de-platformed,
smeared and harassed in Canada,
simply for expressing a scientific
opinion or pointing out the need
for full, informed consent. This
includes world-renowned virologist
and vaccinologist Byram Bridle.
In the UK, Dr Sam White is
facing a similar hounding by the
authorities because of his expressed
desire to practice evidence-based
and scientific medicine. There
have been many, many more cases
all over the world of attempts at
authoritarian suppression of free
speech, the free debate of scientific
ideas and the scientific method itself.
In its scale, this new tyranny is
unprecedented and seeks to control
every aspect of every human being’s
life and is doing it by co-opting
the press and media to be the
voice of government. This bears
a disturbing resemblance to the
total control of propaganda and the
press by the Soviet authorities.

In November 1917, Lenin gave
a speech, promulgating what was
called the ‘Council of People’s
Commissar’s Decree on The Press’.
According to this decree,
the commissars could proscribe
temporarily or permanently any
publication or news item. In the
years 2020-21, a similar council
has emerged only too plainly in
sight; it consists of Big Pharma, Big
Tech (YouTube, Twitter, Facebook
…), big government and public
health officials working in concert
to suppress, divert and censor free
speech, destroy the free flow of
information and de-platform the free
debate of scientific ideas so germane
to the progress of knowledge.
As we all know, the control of
the press was maintained with an
iron grip by the authorities behind
the Iron Curtain until the collapse
of the Soviet Union in the 1990s.
In the present era, governments
and authorities kept telling us that
draconian and soul-sapping measures
of control including lockdowns
would last only for a few weeks,
then it was a few months…and still
it goes on, especially in Australia.
But the human quest for freedom
and liberty can never be suppressed
forever. Even in the darkest days
of the Soviet tyranny, small and
makeshift, secret publications
sprang up in multiple, major cities.
Under great peril to themselves
and in difficult conditions, this
alternate press was printing booklets
and pamphlets, even small books.
Excerpts from the Bible, the
great works of Russian literature
and other banned material were
typed/printed, then smuggled
through the streets and alleyways
of Russian towns and cities.
When the people today wake up
from the present covid-19 hypnosis
and science and truth are restored
once more to their rightful places in
our academies, I would wish for my
physician and scientist colleagues
to be able to say they were on the
right side of history throughout these
dark times - and that they defended
freedom and liberty, individual
rights, evidence-based medicine,
free scientific debate and all that free
societies have valued and cherished.
The approaching totalitarian
and dystopian darkness has almost
enveloped us. The window of
opportunity continues to narrow and I appeal to all physicians and
scientists of conscience to join us
in this fatal fight against tyranny.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Climate change is not driving U.S. wildfires
- Government mismanagement is to blame
IN late July, President Joe Biden
held a virtual joint planning
meeting and press conference
with the governors of various
Western states to discuss how to
handle 2021’s wildfire season.

Every leader blamed catastrophic
human climate change for the severity
of recent wildfire seasons. The
New York Times allowed Oregon’s
Democratic Governor Kate Brown to
follow up that event with an editorial
titled ‘The West Is on Fire, It’s Past
Time to Act on Climate Change’.
Biden and the governors are wrong.
Wildfires have been common
throughout the West historically,
often burning more acres than they’ve
burned in recent years. But why
have wildfires recently increased
in intensity? It’s not due to modest
warming, but rather to decades of
Federal and State mismanagement of
publicly-owned forests throughout
the Western United States, leaving
those forests in tinderbox conditions.
It has been more than a century
since California experienced wildfires
of the magnitude it has suffered
recently. But research published in
Forest Ecology and Management

by
H. STERLING BURNETT
___________________________________
reported that prior to European
colonisation, more than 4.4 million
acres of California forest and
shrub-land burned annually. And
those huge wildfires came when the
Earth was cooler than it is today.
Had Brown studied history, she
would have found Oregon has suffered
large fires throughout its history.
As detailed in an article sponsored
by Oregon’s Department of Forestry:
“Prior to Euro-American settlement
large, stand-replacing crown fires
burned Pacific Northwest coastal
forests every 200–500 years.
Smaller surface fires revisited dry
interior forests as often as every
4–20 years. West-side Cascade
wildfire intervals and intensity fell
somewhere in the range between.”
This changed with the arrival of
Euro-American settlers in the West,
who stopped the regular burning
both to deny Native Americans
of their traditional lifestyles and
food production system and to
prevent fires from burning newly
settled towns and farms.
Forests grew thicker as a result.

With the rise of widespread
Federal and State ownership of forests
in the west, management with the
axe, firehose, firebreaks and roads
replaced regular widespread forest
fires. For nearly 80 years the U.S.
Forest Service, an agency within the
Department of Agriculture, drove
thousands of miles of roads deep into
the forests to allow logging. The roads
also created artificial fire breaks and
allowed access for firefighters into the
backwoods to fight fires when they
started, typically far from settled areas.
In 1985, Oregon’s federal forests
produced more than 4 billion board
feet of timber annually. By 1995,
concerns about the spotted owl and
a change in forest management
philosophy from one of productive
use to natural ecosystem management
resulted in thousands of miles of
forest roads being closed and ripped
out. Soon thereafter, timber harvests
plunged to less than 1 billion board
feet per year. The same decline
in logging and the destruction
of forest roads was common
throughout western public forests.
This has resulted in overcrowded
forests and the easier spread of insect

infestations such as bark beetles,
which have killed an untold number
of trees. Many federal forests now
contain more dead and dying timber
than living trees. And since loggers
can no longer clear large areas of
forests and firefighters can’t get to fires,
except from the air if conditions are
right, wildfires are on the rise again.
Sadly, hundreds of towns, homes and
businesses are being burned out.
With so much fuel, these fires are
different. Rather than replenishing
the soil, they burn so hot that they
often kill key microbes in the soil.
This leaves millions of acres of land
denuded for decades, looking like
moonscapes. Under the current federal
policy of letting nature take its course,
loggers usually can’t even get into
burnt-over areas to clear fallen burnt
timber and replant new trees in areas
where, with human help, they might
possibly take root and flourish.
So, for political reasons, Biden
and the governors want to blame
modest recent warming for the
scope and intensity of wildfires in
western states in 2020 and 2021.
The true culprit is more than 30
years of forest mismanagement.

Contrary to Biden’s and the
governors’ assertions, State and Federal
efforts to address racial disparities,
increase electric vehicle usage and stop
using fossil fuels to generate electricity
will do nothing to prevent wildfires.
Wildfires are natural. They can’t
be stopped. They can be managed.
The damage they cause to the forests
and the people living near them
can be dramatically reduced.
Wise management of forests
is required, either through regular,
widespread, low-intensity burning,
as the Native Americans did, or
through active forest management,
including intensive logging, brush
clearing and firefighting efforts, as
governments did prior to 1990. These
tools - not massive, misdirected
spending on climate change are the best hope of preventing
Westerners’ lives and livelihoods
from being consumed by flames.
Sterling Burnett, Ph.D. is a
senior fellow on environmental
policy at The Heartland Institute,
a nonpartisan, nonprofit research
center headquartered in Arlington
Heights, Illinois.

French resist passport tyranny

Macron
Decrees

ON July 13, President Macron
announced that the health pass
would become mandatory,
and indeed since August 9,
either full vaccination or
a negative test are needed
for adults to attend:
• bars and restaurants, including
outside seating
• department stores and
commercial centres, leaving
access only to essential shops
• conferences
• public transport for long
journeys
• hospitals and care homes for
visitors and for patients for
elective treatment.
The pass can also be demanded
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by
Dr URMIE RAY
_____________________________________
for any leisure activities.
Since August. 30, it is required
for all employees working in the
above places. From September
30, it will be required for 12-17
year olds. The pressure of losing
their jobs is such that millions
have accepted vaccination out of
fear. The police are exempt, but

nonetheless, seemingly above
80% have opted for the shots.
Following the announcement, a
wave of resistance has risen, first
on the internet, then on the streets.
It is like a new wind rising, a wind
of peace, of hope, of humanity
coming together. Never before in
my life have I seen such a large
mobilisation. Each Saturday,
relentlessly, some 6.5 million people
across the country are marching

against the mandatory pass,
marching for freedom, marching
against the materialist society we
live in. They know protests are of
little effect, but they attend to show
presence, to show ‘we - the peopleare here’ and to lift their spirits in
dark times, knowing they are not
alone in their refusal to comply.
Since the end of August, families
have come out in their thousands
across France to eat in front of
restaurants where the health pass
is demanded from people. Mass
non-compliance is always the
best way to defeat tyranny.
It is now a 6 Month prison
sentence if you are caught inside
any of these places without the
‘health’ pass. Business owners
will get a fine of 45,000 euros
and 1 year prison sentence if
they do not comply with the use
of “the pass” and force all their
employees to get the shot.
As of last week ALL doctors,
nurses and health industry
workers have been mandated to

get injected or lose their license,
practice, job or business - all health
care here is Govt paid positions
and there are no private health
care Doctors or Hospitals.
As of Sept 15th , all public
areas and access will be off
limits. No farmers markets, no
parks, no national parks, lakes,
rivers, beaches, recreation areas
or campsites, and no gathering
over 100 people, no churches, no
weddings, funerals and so on.
As of Oct 1st all small vendors
such as, delis, pizza trucks,
sandwich shops, butchers, bakers,
vegetable stands will be offlimits to those not wanting to take
part in the mRNA drug trials.
So as of Oct 1st I will only be
able to purchase food by internet
and pick up (if allowed).
Food shortages, Truckers strikes,
hospitals and airports shutting
down, unemployment going
through the roof. It’s going to be
a bumpy ride, folks. Whatever
happens, history is being written.

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

The Light - the paper bringing you the censored news

Make police an offer
they cannot refuse
IN 2013 I found myself
standing before a district
judge in a West Sussex Court
having refused to pay my
TV licence for seven years.

My contention was that to fund
the BBC was to further the purposes
of terrorism because I had reasonable
cause to believe they were complicit
in the cover-up of 9/11 and I
submitted much evidence to prove it.
To this day I have no conviction
for the offence. I was fined nothing,
and even the prosecutor from Capita
donated to my minimal court costs.
While technically guilty
by my own admission, when I
asked the judge if I now had to
buy a TV licence, he refused
to answer and left the court.
I still don’t have one because
I’m sure ‘Auntie’ will continue
to spout her usual propaganda.
Mine was not a biggie in terms
of ‘court activism’. Google search
Anthony John Hill, or Katharine
Gun to find cases and results of
far greater significance. But we
all proved the same point. When
the lone citizen gets creative and
presents good evidence, it can
make a dent in the flaking facade
of our rotten establishment.
But why should we? That’s
the job of our police, right?
The anti-lockdown marches in
London have been amazing. One
dreads to think what it cost the police
and taxpayer to shepherd such vast
numbers around the capital on what’s
been an impressively regular basis.
Freedom of Information requests
reveal the bill runs well into seven
figures, i.e more than a million quid.
I mean, surely the Met would
give anything to save the public
that kind of money, not to mention
the logistical horrors. Wouldn’t
they? Shouldn’t we try to find out?
We could tell them we will stop
the marches – on one condition only.
Any sane, senior police officer,
would understand the savings
in expenditure compared to a
week of round-table discussions
with suitable officers listening
to our concerns and evidence.
Besides, under Section 38b of
The Terrorism Act 2000 we’re
all lawfully obligated to report
acts of terrorism should we have
reasonable cause to suspect them.
Many seem to think we are
looking at that scenario. But our
fears need to be put in context.

by
TONY ROOKE
____________________________________
Let our police talk to Dr Mike
Yeadon and other supremely
credible scientific experts. I could
certainly muster a few former cops
to discuss the glaring anomalies
within recent official narratives
on major terror events..
This is all overdue and would be
saving them an awful lot of cash in
tandem with observing the law. Even

But when we asked them to
confirm we had ‘reasonable cause
to suspect’ our evidence was
valid, they refused to answer.
A telling ‘No comment’. But
that’s because me and two mates
aren’t a million. We couldn’t cause a
financial migraine nor could we clog
the streets and annoy the blue-rinsed
sensibilities of Chichester society.
The Met could decline, of
course. They could exercise
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a week of talks from censored doctors
would cost them far less than more
marches and disruption in the capital.
When a million protesters descend
on London - the police and public
see money up in smoke. We should
see bargaining chips. It’s their
call. We’ll cooperate if the police
will - unless they wish to ignore the
evidence and watch their costs soar.
In April this year, myself and
two female activists met with our
local police. We showed them 90
minutes of video evidence. Neither
of the two officers present even knew
three towers went down on 9/11.
We showed them info on 7/7,
Katharine Gun - we showed them
a lot. We put ‘The Pandemic’
into context. They since tell us
‘intelligence has been forwarded’.

the worst PR option in history
and turn a deaf ear, effectively
insisting the marches continue.
The other dumb (corrupt) option
would be to hear the silenced
professionals and fail to act. This
might be the cue for the protests to
grow in more provincial settings,
where small-town ‘plod’ are more
sensitive to unprecedented hordes
and they might readily sit down
and actually listen. Whatever it
takes to prevent complete tyranny.
We would hope that with all
the evidence we’ve collated over
the years, on all the issues that
need to be reviewed, our police
might just begin to realise they
are protecting the wrong people,
and that this establishment no
longer merits their loyalty.

SOLUTIONS

Guardians 300:
Unity in community
LAUNCHED in May,
Guardians 300 is a
nationally structured
gateway to training
and education in all
aspects of Common/
Constitutional Law.
Working closely with
Common Law Court
UK and International,
under the watchful
eye of Mick Stott, the
Guardians have a
robust and ambitious
plan to empower
individuals and
communities to stand in
their own authority and
know how to exercise
their unalienable rights.
Groundbreaking in health and
transition – Spectrum Transition
Coaching (wininminds.co.uk)
and the National Governing
Body (spectrumaffiliates.com)
have helped over 4000 veterans
in overcoming PTSD and other
debilitating trauma. Mick Stott
was in the military for 30 years
and went from private through to
captain of an elite corps of 300
men - the royal army physical
training corps - whose job was
to prepare people mentally and
physically for combat, hence his
choice of name for this project.
Guardians 300 is firmly rooted
in passing knowledge onto other
people to empower everyone.
His philosophy is genius in its
simplicity, telling The Light:
“It is not what we talk about
that will make the difference,
it is what we do in peace and
honour using our strength of
numbers and community.
Get people back to families
and re-connect communities.
Help keep people’s businesses
open. Get police men and women
to be honourable constables
again as originally intended.
If we live in a democracy,
the best way to change things
is education and open debate.
You don’t know what you don’t
know. A constable is supposed
to be autonomous, not an agent
of the state. Call the law as they
see it in front of them. Educate
yourself and educate them.”

by
DONNALEE ANDREWS
__________________________________
Guardians 300 is there to
educate people about their rights
and the law, and train those who
want to be Common Law Peace
Constables who are prepared
to change the direction of what
we are currently experiencing
through action and strategy.
From basic training via ‘The
Sovereign Programme’, an
introduction to the principles of
Common and Natural Law, to
more practical and pragmatic
approaches like the Common
Law Constable Training, the
Guardians 300 are recognising
that the way to redress the current
imbalance is by arming people
with knowledge and confidence.
All the training takes a
blended approach with some
theory and some hands-on
practice in safe environments
where learners are encouraged to
become active in the classroom
and also when they leave it as
well. Once trained, there is a
mechanism for assessment of
accredited Constables who will
operate under Common Law
Court UK and International.
Both organisations are working
together to bring professionalism
and high standards of conduct
to these community-based
roles. Guardians are forging
relationships with local businesses
to provide clarity surrounding
compliance with lockdowns.
Currently there is a rapidly
increasing waiting list to get onto
one of the courses. The team are
developing relationships with
national freedom-friendly venues
who are able to offer space
for a wide-sweeping timetable
of national courses. Currently
they have 30 national trainers
in place but are bringing new
presenters on board with their
‘Train The Trainer’ programmes
so that the roll-out can accelerate
in line with demand.
The time for change is
now and with the strategic and
collaborative approach of the
Guardians 300, the optimism for
our movement is back in the air.
If you would like to know
more about their course you can
find the syllabus information
at www.guardians300.com or if
you have a venue that you would
be willing to offer please email
trainingvenues@protonmail.com
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OPINION

How many millions
will die this winter?
THERE
are some
things we
know for
sure about
covid-19
We know that in
March 2020, the
covid infection was
officially put into
the same category
as the ordinary flu.
We know that the
number of people
killed by covid-19 is
no greater than the
number who would
have been killed by
the flu. We know that
hospitals were never
overcrowded. We
know that lockdowns,
social distancing and
masks all do more
harm than good.
We know the virus goes through
masks as easily as a mosquito
through chicken wire and that masks
cause many diseases including
bacterial pneumonia and cancer.
We know that the best defence
against any infection is a good
immune system which requires
(inter alia) sunshine, fresh air
and meeting with other people.
We know that covid-19
cannot be transmitted without
symptoms being present.
We know the PCR test is less
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reliable than tossing a coin.
And we know that the covid
jabs are dangerous but don’t do
what most people think they do.
That’s what the evidence
has told us so far.
Those facts may be denied or
denounced by politicians, advisors
and the media but their propaganda
doesn’t stop them being facts.
The proof, if you are looking
for it, is that government experts
and advisors refuse to debate these
issues in public – preferring to
allow politicians and the media to
attack and lie about anyone telling
the truth. Access to the mainstream
media is denied to anyone
questioning the official party lies.
We also know that everything
that has happened so far has
happened on purpose. Every bit
of chaos, every apparent piece
of incompetence, every deceit,
was thought out beforehand by
teams of misinformation and
brainwashing specialists. Nothing
has happened by accident.
It is clear, too, that the one of
the main aims of the conspirators,
who are behind what has happened
in the last 18 months, is to
decimate the world’s population.
The conspirators have, at least,
been open about this. The aim is
to cut the population by over 90%.
That’s a lot of deaths to come.
They’ve admitted, too, that they
intend to continue manipulating
the way people think by using
community leaders, health
workers and internet influencers
to promote the experimental
covid jab. They’ll offer financial
bribes, access to big events and
international travel as incentives
for sceptics to comply. Where the
carrot doesn’t work they’ll use a big
stick. The selfish and the cowardly
enthusiastically bare their arms.
And since we know all
those things, it isn’t particularly
difficult to work out what is
going to happen over the winter
months of 2021-2022.
The first thing to realise is that
nothing we are now used to is going
to go away. I’m writing this in the
middle of August but it’s been clear
for months that the threats and the
fear will come back long before
Christmas. There will be rules,

by Dr VERNON COLEMAN
MB
ChB DSc
____________________________________
more restrictions on travel, more
lockdowns, more testing and more
injections. They’re going to jab
schoolchildren before September
and pre-school and primary school
children will be next in line – even
though they, like their older brothers
and sisters, are more likely to die
from a lightning strike than covid.
There will be thousands more
deaths and serious injuries as a
result of all the jabbing but the
people in charge will put the
deaths down as covid related,
blame the unvaccinated and use
the massacre as an incentive to
push more jabbing programmes.
How many will die as a result of
the experimental jabs?
Include the problems caused by
pathogenic priming, the figure will
be between 100,000 and 200,000 –
probably at the top of that range.
Meanwhile, the lockdowns,
PCR tests and social distancing
regulations will result in hospital
waiting lists continuing to lengthen.
The authorities have forecast
that there will soon be 12 or 13
million people waiting for essential
treatment. Millions will be on
waiting lists for scans and X-rays
and hundreds of thousands will die
of cancer, heart disease and other
serious problems while they wait
for the NHS to deal with them.
As an aside, it is widely, and
mistakenly, believed that the NHS
has had a good 18 months. It hasn’t.
It’s had an awful 18 months and
rather than received applause and
a medal it should have been closed
down and abandoned. The NHS now
does more harm than good and is a
major cause of illness and death.
Despite the Government’s
lies, intensive care units have
rarely been quieter. And nursing
standards have never been poorer.
Hospital acquired infections, bed
sores, DVTs and other signs of bad
nursing are soaring. The NHS is
the one certain victim of covid-19.
I realise that it’s heresy
to criticise the NHS but
look at the facts.
The NHS receives (and spends)
£3,186 per person. Check out private

health care costs and you’ll find that
you can obtain pretty good cover for
£1,000 a year. Some people would
have to pay more because of their
medical history. Some might pay
less. Big families will get a discount.
So, if we dumped the NHS, the
Government could buy everyone
in the country excellent private
health care cover and buy everyone
a couple of damned good holidays
a year with the money saved.
How can this be?
It’s because the NHS has more
bureaucrats than beds or nurses
and wastes billions on paying top
prices for drugs and equipment.
Sadly, however, no political
party would dare get rid of the
NHS, so we’re stuck with it - the
worst health care system in the
world. It’s so bad that most of those
employed by it admit that they
don’t trust the hospital where they
work and prefer to go privately.
The result of NHS delays,
department closures and pointless
social distancing will be a minimum
of an extra 100,000 deaths this
winter. It is no exaggeration
to claim that the NHS is now
being deliberately used as a
weapon of mass destruction.
To that we can add deaths
caused by rising food prices (and
the associated shortages). The
revived enthusiasm for turning
food stocks into fuel (in a vain
attempt to deal with the non-existent
problem of climate change) will
add to problems caused by staff
shortages and logistics, due to the
murderously incompetent test and
trace policies across the world.
In Africa and Asia millions have
already died of starvation. The
lockdowns saved no lives but they
will kill infinitely more innocents
(particularly babies and children)
than any genocidal maniac.
How many will die because of
food shortages?
It’s difficult to be precise
but I can tell you that most of
those dying will be poor, and
living in underprivileged areas.
The politicians who have their
groceries delivered by Waitrose
will simply fiddle their expenses
to cover the extra costs. I’d guess
that poor, inadequate diets will
add to the death total this winter.

Then there is the cold.
Around 60,000 Britons die
of the cold every winter.
But this autumn the energy
companies will be putting
up their prices. Crazy green
policies, designed to satisfy the
Government’s insane and pointless
environmental policies, will
raise that to at least 100,000.
Then there’s the masks.
I reckon these will add 40,000
to the death total this coming
winter. Half of those will die of
bacterial pneumonia (wrongly
labelled covid-19) and the other
half will die of cancer – either a
cancer they already had or a cancer
caused by their mask which wasn’t
properly identified and treated.
Why should wearing a mask
cause cancer or increase the risk
of a cancer patient dying early as a
result of metastases?
That’s simple.
Masks have been proven to cause
hypoxia – low blood oxygen.
And cancer cells thrive
when oxygen levels are low.
Once again most of these
deaths will be wrongly labelled
as being caused by covid-19.
Most people will find all
this difficult to accept.
It’s called cognitive dissonance.
Many Russians found it
impossible to believe that Stalin
was as evil as people said he
was. Even when faced with the
evidence, apparently intelligent
people refuse to accept the truth.
Why should you believe me?
Look back at the scripts of more
than 200 videos I have recorded
since March 2020, and you’ll see
that I’ve been absolutely accurate
about everything that has happened.
You don’t have to
watch all the videos.
The transcripts of the videos
up until the end of 2020 are
available free to download in
two books entitled, `Covid-19
the Fraud Continues’ and
`Covid-19: the Greatest Hoax
in History’ from my website.

www.vernoncoleman.com
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Informed consent
- Do we have it?
AS you know, informed
consent is about as common
as rocking horse dung in
the medical industry. Be
it birth intervention, PCR
tests, vaccines or any form of
medical treatment. As I’m a
birth worker, I’ll stick to my
remit and share my knowledge
of informed consent within
the maternity system.

A typical example where you will
hear this phrase is in the case of a
baby being in the breech position.
If your baby is confirmed to be
breech, you will be asked to come
in for a cesarean operation for your
baby to be born. You will not be
‘allowed’ a vaginal birth. You will
likely be told a vaginal breech birth
is too dangerous and an operation
is the safest option. Never confuse
your practitioner’s ability with your
body’s ability to deliver a breech
baby. Some doctors may offer you
to ‘attempt’ a vaginal birth but
they will likely insist you birth in
hospital on the obstetric ward. There
is a huge difference in outcome for
a breech birth from the lithotomy
position (on your back and legs in
stirrups) and an upright position.
If your care provider does not
understand the difference, I highly
suspect you are not in safe hands.
If care providers cannot facilitate
breech births, they should do
everything they can to point women
in the direction of someone who
can. It is a dereliction of duty
if they do not try. The NHS has
every capability of engaging an
experienced, independent midwife
who is competent in breech birth,
yet this rarely seems to happen.
The main reason being, women
don’t know to ask or even that
it’s possible, and when they do,
the answer is often ‘no’ with
no particular reason why.
Many women have simply been
lied to. They are given one option
only and have no clue they can
challenge this. Induction of labour
is another great example. “You’re
ten days overdue now, we will need
to bring you in for an induction” what a load of rubbish! Why? Ask
your doctor for evidence for why
they want to end your pregnancy.
If your baby is healthy and you are
healthy, ask why they think it is
necessary. Many women will get
silly statistics thrown at them which

by
NICKITA STARCK
____________________________________
mean very little. The following
phrase is flung around obstetric
units all over the country and always
makes me chuckle: “we advise you
to accept (insert intervention here)
because if you don’t, your risk is
doubled!” Doubled of WHAT?
1 in 5000 to 2 in 5000? Ask for
specifics. If you have a high BMI
and are told you can’t give birth
at home, ask why? Is what they
are telling you evidence-based or
simply hospital guidelines based on
narrow studies that have nothing
to do with you personally?
The term ‘high risk’ makes my
teeth itch, it’s the most unpalatable
phrase I hear in obstetrics. For a
start, the classification of ‘risk’ is
meaningless because childbirth
can be so unpredictable. If
midwives and doctors are meant
to be providing individualised
care, this word is superfluous.

system or indeed want to move
away from it entirely, we at www.
whenpushcomestoshove.co.uk
will be able to support you.We are
NICE stakeholders and an EBE
award nominated organisation for
our service to women. We offer a
holistic approach to maternity care.
We believe that birth is a natural
process that very occasionally needs
medical intervention, not a medical
process that occasionally happens
naturally. Natural birth is our remit
so we are not providing clinical care.
We are currently raising an
access fund for low income families
so everyone will have the chance
to get the best individualised care
throughout pregnancy and birth. We
would greatly appreciate a donation
so we can continue to serve women
and their families. Our donation
link can be found on our website,
thank you for your generosity.
I urge everyone to ask questions
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Remember you matter, you are an
individual and not a statistic. If they
took a second to look up from their
little piece of paper and at you, they
might see a person who deserves
individualised care. I don’t doubt
for a moment that many of these
caring individuals on the NHS want
to provide this standard of care. It
has just become impossible to do
so within the current climate and
culture of fear-based maternity care.
Luckily if you need help
navigating this exasperating

Please pass the Light on when you’ve read it.

when they are being offered any
form of intervention. It’s always
your body, your choice. Do your
own research and arm yourself with
knowledge. I highly recommend
the book ‘Am I Allowed’ by
Beverley Lawrence Beech. Every
woman should have a copy of this
book. This will be your pregnancy
and birth rights encyclopedia!
Please feel free to contact me
should you need any support.
www.whenpushcomestoshove.co.uk

Doctor finds 62%
of vaccinated
have blood clots
A CANADIAN doctor
who has given the
covid vaccine to more
than 900 patients
has reported that 62
percent of them tested
positive for blood clots.

Dr Charles Hoffe, who has
been practicing medicine for 28
years in British Columbia, said
he has given about 900 doses of
the Moderna experimental mRNA
vaccine and the core problem he
has seen are microscopic clots in
his patients’ tiniest capillaries.
Hoffe said the blood clots are
“occurring at a capillary level.
This has never before been seen.
This is not a rare disease. This is
an absolutely new phenomenon.”
The micro-clots, Hoffe said,
are too small to show up on CT
scans, MRI, and other conventional
tests, such as angiograms. They
can only be detected using the
D-dimer blood test, he said.
Using the D-dimer test, Hoffe
said he found that 62 percent of his
patients injected with an mRNA
shot were positive for clotting,
Dr. Joel S. Hirschhorn noted in an
April 7 op-ed for the No Q Report.
The spike proteins in the
vaccine become “part of the
cell wall of your vascular
endothelium,” the doctor said.
“This means that these cells which
line your blood vessels, which
are supposed to be smooth so
that your blood flows smoothly,
now have these little spikey bits
sticking out… When the platelet
comes through the capillary it
suddenly hits all these covid
spikes and it becomes absolutely
inevitable that blood clots will
form to block that vessel.”
Hoffe added: “The blood clots
we hear about which the media
claim are very rare are the big
blood clots which are the ones
that cause strokes and show up on
CT scans, MRI, etc. The clots I’m
talking about are microscopic and
too small to find on any scan. They
can thus only be detected using the
D-dimer test… The most alarming
part of this is that there are some
parts of the body like the brain,
spinal cord, heart and lungs which
cannot re-generate. When those
tissues are damaged by blood clots

by
WORLDTRIBUNE.COM
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they are permanently damaged.”
Hoffe continued: “Blood vessels
in the lungs are now blocked
up. In turn, this causes the heart
to need to work harder to try to
keep up against a much greater
resistance trying to get the blood
through your lungs. This is called
pulmonary artery hypertension –
high blood pressure in the lungs
because the blood simply cannot
get through effectively. People with
this condition usually die of heart
failure within a few short years.”
In an April letter to the
provincial Ministry of Health,
Hoffe cited a high rate of serious
side-effects from the vaccine he
was administering: “It must be
emphasized, that these people
were not sick, being treated for
some devastating disease. These
were previously healthy people,
who were offered an experimental
therapy, with unknown longterm side-effects, to protect them
against an illness that has the same
mortality rate as the flu. Sadly,
their lives have now been ruined.”
In a June report, Dr Peter
McCullough noted: “So, this
is a very different type of
blood clotting that we would
see with major blood clots
in the arteries and veins. For
instance, blood clots involved
in stroke and heart attack.”
McCullough added: “Blood
clots involved in major blood
vessels in the legs. This was a
different type of clotting and in
fact the Italians courageously
did some autopsies and found
micro blood clots in the lungs.
And so, we understood in the
end, the reason why the lungs fail
is not because the virus is there.
It is because micro blood clots
are there… When People can’t
breathe, the problem is microblood clotting in the lungs… The
spicule on the ball of the virus
itself which damages blood vessels
that causes blood clotting.”
McCullough has also openly
stated that none of the covid
vaccines are safe for most people
at little risk from the virus.
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How to be understood by the
confused and misguided
The Language
of Love

We may be challenged by people
who sincerely believe that they
have the right to enforce actions
that we don’t agree with.
To counter these threats we need
to utilise the language of love.

This is key. When confronted
by an idea that disagrees with
their currently-held conviction,
people can easily respond with
aggression; it’s like a heavy
blow hits their mind, which puts
them straight on the defence.
There are simple steps
to avoid this and to getting
your argument through.
One key is to ask someone,
“would you be interested in
discovering an interesting fact that
you may not know about yet?” A
question like this can get you past
that first barrier of defensiveness. The
new idea is no longer a surprise nor
a violent shock, but a known event
that they have given permission for.
The biggest wake-up call for
the over thirties is to ask, “did
you hear about Eric Clapton?”
Many people still haven’t.
If they say “no” they
usually express keen interest
and ask for more details.
At this point you can say that
“he lost the use of his hands.”

by
CLIVE DE CARLE
_____________________________________
In shock they ask,
“how did it happen?”
You respond “and his feet”
Then you can reveal that, “he
says he never should have had the
2nd jab and that is what caused it.”
You could then say, “It is very
unusual that this wasn’t front page
news and on the TV, isn’t it?”
This may lead to an interesting,
gentle, non-threatening
discussion about censorship.
“So what else are they
trying to hide?”
The UK government says that only
around 10% of adverse reactions are
actually reported. Doctors are often
reluctant to bother but the numbers
on the government’s website,
www.yellowcard.mrha.gov.uk
currently show around 1.2 million
adverse reactions and over
1,600 deaths, at a rate of 6 a day
in the UK alone.
So, we need to multiply the
number of adverse reactions by
ten, if you feel the government’s
estimate is right, then we need to
multiply the number of adverse
reactions by ten. It’s quite likely
that the percentage is even lower
than 10, as indeed most people seem
to be unaware it exists, and most
doctors don’t report side effects.
I asked my local group doctors’
practice exactly how many yellow
card reports they had submitted since

UK annual death
statistics since 1991
per 100,000 of the population

2021
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

1016.2
907.7
916.1
907.7
899.3
915.0
873.4
889.9
882.0
662.3
885.7
889.6
928.3
926.8
931.6

2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991

957.5
967.5
1019.9
1017.7
1017.0
1031.6
1065.8
1070.1
1082.3
1095.1
1103.7
1079.5
1134.7
1097.4
1123.3

the start of the jabs and they told me
zero. They could have added “because
we are not legally forced to do it.”
The flu was apparently cured
last year as no cases were recorded
and a ‘brand new’ flu occurred.
To prove that we are NOT in
a pandemic, here are the crude
death statistics since 1991. Despite
a massive increase in population,
MORE people died from 1991
to 2003 than last year. These are
numbers from the Office of National
Statistics. Note the accuracy of these
statistics where the number of deaths
per 100,000 ends with a fraction.
Watch my video: RISK
REDUCTION... REAL RISK VS
RELATIVE RISK EXPLAINED.
Finally, how much longer
until freedom is extinguished
entirely and you can no longer
read information like this?
Many in the natural health
information field have experienced
online attacks, arrests, death
threats and even murders have
been commonplace in the U.S.
Dr Mercola, who has the most
viewed natural health website in the
world, has been forced with threats
of violence to remove all his work
from the last 25 years from the
internet. An invaluable library of
free health advice taken from us.
Clivedecarle.com
secrethealthclub.com

Putting a stopper in the bottle of death
Book Series Review
- Putting a Stopper
in the Bottle of Death
and the Occult, by
Gary Fraughen
Do you know why men wear
ties or what a wedding dress
really represents? Have you ever
wondered about the accuracy of
maps or the origins of debt slavery?
If so, this book is for you.
Gary Fraughen humbly introduces
himself as “just a builder” yet there
is so much more to Gary than this.
He is the author of the book
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entitled ‘Putting a Stopper in the
Bottle of Death and the Occult’
which is the first of a planned
series of 10 to be written.
Contrary to popular belief, the
word occult means ‘that which is
hidden’ and it is this subject matter
that the series seek to explore.
‘Stopper 1’ delves into the hidden
world from the perspective of
language that the majority of people
usually fail to notice in their day-today lives. The book is a fascinating
insight into the many deceptions
that surround us, covering themes
such as etymology, secret language,

spells and spelling, secret societies,
birth certificates and passports,
the difference between that which
is lawful and that which is legal,
symbols... and so much more besides.
Gary’s book was written, produced
and sold without prior publishing
experience and has enjoyed a
good deal of success despite its
initial ban in the USA in 2019.
The book has so far sold over 6
thousand copies in just 7 months,
not only in the UK but across the
world and has become an Amazon
number one best seller. The author
describes the book as written with
the Gestalt principles in mind; it has
been carefully designed to provoke
the reader into a more questioning

state, to advance understanding,
to plant seeds and encourage
people to think for themselves.
Whilst Stopper 1 invites us
to consider the mysteries within
language, Gary’s new book dips
into the origins of the other half of
our communication - numbers. The
book is nearing completion and is
shaping up to be as fascinating as its
predecessor. Additional areas to be
covered in the forthcoming series
will include architecture, ancient
civilisations such as the Phoenicians
and Mesopotamians, Sumerian
texts and ancient tablets as well
as witchcraft and demonology.
As Gary explains “We stand on
the shoulders of our ancestors, and

many have gone before us through
troubled times, but I believe sharing
knowledge and not having secrets is
for the betterment of humanity. We
are finalising the move from Pisces
into Aquarius in the long calendar,
and I believe the nature of the Homo
Sapien is changing. The problem is
others want to stop that change from
happening while hiding knowledge.
I’m simply helping to smash these
codes for everyone to see. Collectively
it’s up to all of us to do our bit”.
Putting a Stopper in the Bottle
of Death and the Occult (ISBN
978–1–8382745–0–4) is available
directly from Gary Fraughen’s
website at: thegreatawake.com

Based in Stratford upon Avon, accredited bullion
and metal merchants offering bespoke packages for
physical investment opportunists
We offer Gold and Silver at competitive prices with a personal
service from a family owned and operated independent business

Please call us on 01789-266595 to
discuss your investment requirements
Traditional financial transactions transparently conducted,
experienced and inexperienced buyers welcome
Knights Fine Jewellery
42 Wood Street
Stratford upon Avon
Warwickshire
CV376JG

info@knightsfinejewellery.co.uk
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Health starts in the mind & wellness starts
with that you eat.
If you are ready to make positive changes
to enhance your well being & lifestyle then
take the next step and get in contact

20% off your first consultation
(quote the light)

Whether your goal is:
• Improving your immunity for the coming winter • Better digestion (IBS, IBD, bloating,
constipation) • Balancing your hormones (menopause, irregular periods • fertility issues
• thyroid issues • Detoxification and stress management
• Weight management
Or you just want to optimise your nutrient intake

Get in touch with me for a free 15 minutes discovery call

Phone: 07930 618 390
www.nutritionforbodymindandsoul.co.uk Nutritionforbodymindsoul@gmail.com
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Vernon Coleman’s latest book

explains the why, the when, the how and
the what’s next of the covid and
climate change frauds
Available as a paperback
and eBook
Go to

vernoncoleman.org/books
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